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ABSTRACT 
This report describes methods for determining the depths, 
velocities, and flowrates of debris flows. As used herein 
debris flow consists of water and solid particles so that the 
density of the mixture is roughly twice as large as water, and 
due to the accumulation of large sol id particles the viscosity 
of the mixture is 1 arge enough for the flow to exhibit typical 
laminar flow properties in which adjacent layers slide with 
respect to each other rather than intermix as occurs in 
turbulent flows of water for example. 
A previous report from this project proposed a basic 
equation for estimating the friction slope in a steady-state 
debris flow. This report extends the solution capabilities to 
unsteady open channel debris flows. The assumption is made that 
the debris flow is separated from the previous water flow by a 
leading surge of debris flow so that downstream therefran 
steady-state, but gradually varied water flow exits. Time 
varying debris flow exists from this surge back to the beginning 
of the channel. The channel containing this combination of 
upstream debris flow and downstream water flow may be non-
prismatic, with the slope of its bottom, its bottom width, and 
side slopes varying with position as given by input data. 
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Littl e is known about the hydraul ics of the movement of debris 
flows which are generated by sudden releases of large amounts of 
water that can pick up debris. A variety of situations result in 
these large flows. Failure of water impounding structures may cause 
such flows, but more commonly they occur from high intensity 
rainfall. Washes accumulate debris from mountain slopes, or soil 
masses lose stability during prolonged rains, and when flowrates 
become 1 arge then temporary dams form which impound water until they 
fail resulting in larger flows containing large amounts of solids. 
Regardless of the cause debris is picked up and transported by the 
flow. These flows will be referred to as debris flows. These 
debris flows generally cause extensive property damage and even loss 
of 1 i fe shoul d an imal s or human s be wi thi n the flow pa th. 
Debris flow is a general term that covers the movements of a 
variety of soil and water mixtures. Clear definitional distinction 
between debris flow, mud flow, creep, landslides and other mass 
movements do not exist, and the term debris flow probably conveys 
di fferent images to eng ineers, geomorphol ogi sts and geol ogi sts. 
This lack of definition, in part, is associated with uncertainty 
as to which of several possible physical causes predominate in a 
specific event. Mass movements of rock, earth and water vary 
greatly in speed, water content and characteristics of solid 
materials, and distribution of materials within the flow. If the 
movement is more rapid these phenomena resemble viscous flows. 
Some mass movements of rocks and earth are more accurately 
recogni zed as flows, rather than sl ides, because rel a tive 
displacements within the mass are larger. Recently, some authors 
have attempted to distinguish between debris flow and mud flow on 
the basis of particle size (Schuster and Jkrizek 1978). According 
to these definitions "debris flows" contain a high percentage of 
coarse material, whereas "mud flows" consist only of finer mate-
rials. 
We prefer the definition proposed by Takahaski (1980) which 
is, "Debris flow is a flowage of a mixture of all sizes of sedi-
ment. Bou 1 ders accumu 1 ate and tumb 1 e at the front of the debr is 
wave and form a lobe, behind which follows the finer-grained more 
fluidic debris." Rather than being concerned with the size of the 
particles being transported, the concern here is with the hydraulic 
behavior that distinguishes debris flow from other fluid flows. 
Density and viscosity of the mixture are important distinguishing 
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characteristics. To be a debris flow, the flowing substance must 
contain sufficient solids to have a density about twice that of 
water. Viscosities are many times as large as that of water. It 
flows rather than slides like a mass failure of a hill side, but 
because of its large viscosity it has laminar flow characteristics, 
so that adj acent 1 ayers at di fferent depths do not mix, or mix only 
slightly, except at the leading lobe at the front. This laminar 
flow resul ts in the ob serv eel phenomenon tha t 1 a rge boul ders can 
"ride the top of the debris" for substantial distances. 
Purpose 
This study formulates a mathematica.l model for predicting 
depths, velocities, and other variables as a function of the 
position and time of open channel debris flows. These predictions 
are based on physical parameters of the channel and fl uid, incl udi ng 
channel boundary resistance, cross-sectional geometry, bed slope, 
fluid density, and fluid viscosity. 
The mathematica.l model is based upon the hydraul ic 
relationships proposed by Deleon and Jeppson (1982) to describe the 
behavior of steady debris flow. Thus the previously used 
methodologies are to be extended to solve unsteady debris flow 
probl ems. 
The assumptions made are: 
1. The flow is one-dimensional. 
2. The flow is laminar. 
3. The re 1 at i on sh i ps proposed by Deleon and Jeppson for de-
fining basic flow properties apply. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Unsteady Flow Equations 
The development of the unsteady, one-dimensional, open channel 
flow equations, referred to as the Saint-Venant equations, is given 
here in order to set the stage for the modifications necessary to 
represent debris flows. The following assumptions are made in 
deriving these equations: 
1. The angl e, 8, that the channel bottom makes with the 
horizontal is small so that, 
sin 8 = tan 8 = 8 and cos 8 = 1. 
2. The pressure distribution at a section is hydrostatic, and 
consequently the vertical acceleration is very small. This assump-
tion means the variation of depth is gradual. 
3. The local transient-state friction losses may be computed 
using formulas for steady-state friction losses. 
4. The velocity at any channel cross-section does not vary. 
In denoting derivatives, subscripts will be used, i. e. 
f x = a f /a x , and 
f t = af/at. 
The equation of continuity for unsteady flow is derived from 
the relationship shown on Figure 1. 
The variables in unsteady flow are a function of time and dis-
tance. Since the change of the discharge with distance is Qx, and 
the change of the depth with time is Yt, therefore, the change of 
discharge through the distance dx in time dt is Qxdsdt, and the 
spatial change in channel storage can be written as: 
(1) 
in which T is the top width of the flow and A is the cross-sectional 
area. Since water is incompressible the net change in discharge 
plus the change in storage must be equal to the net lateral inflow 
over the distance dx. Therefore, the continuity equation is: 
(2. a) 
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Figure 1. Control volume for deriving the continuity equation. 
where q represents the lateral inflow (positive) or outflow (nega-
t ive) . 
A second form of the continuity equation considers flow veloc-
ity V, and depth Y, instead of the flow rate Q and A (or V), as the 
primary variables. This form of the equation can be obtained from 
Equation 2.a by noting that Q = VA and At = TYt. Hence, 
(3) 
in which the subscript y,t to Ax denotes these two variables are 
held constant in taking the derivative of A with respect to x. 
The equation for conservation of momentum for the fluid element 
is derived from Figure 2. Newton's second law dictates that the 
unbalanced external forces exerted on the element must be ba~anced 
by the changes in momentum. The forces in the x-direction are the 
wei ght component Wx, the shear force Ff, and the net hydrostat i c 
force Fy on the two ends. The sum of these forces must equal the 
net momentum in the x direction plus the change in momentum with 
respect to time (d(mv)/dt). 
Combining terms, 
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Figure 2. Control volume for deriving the momentum equation. 
where: 
Wx represents the weight component 
Wx = p gASodx 
Fy represents the pressure force 
Fy = Fl - F2 
Fl = pg{ 2mYl + 3b)yi/6 
Fy = -pgYxdx[my2 + by] 
Fy = - pgAYx 
Ff, the shear force, ;s represented by 









in whi c h 
TO =gRSf 
and 
Sf = Q2p /( A3C2) 
(11) 
(12) 
In Equation 12, C is Chezy's coefficient. From Deleon and Jeppson 
(1982), C plots as a straight line on log-log paper for debris flow 
as is common for laminar flow of all fluids, and is given by, 
C = 1.85 ReO • 5166 (13) 
in whi ch 
Re represents the Reynold's number which can be evaluated in ES 
and SI units, respectively, from Equation 70 in Deleon and Jeppson (1982) and is, 
Re = 3V (ES units) (14.a) 
Re = 10V (S I un i ts) (14.b) 
in which V represents the flow velocity in fps of m/s respectively. 
Returning to the right side of Equation 3 




- Sf = l/g[VV x + (V/A)Qx + (V/A)At + VtJ (15) 
Equation 2 can be used to replace the second and the third terms of 
the right-hand side of Equation 15, yielding, 
So - Yx + Sf - (V/g)V x + (V/A)q - (l/g)V t = 0 (16) 
where (V/A)q takes into account the momentum flux per unit mass of 
lateral inflow or outflow. 
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The discharge Q is easier to deal with than the velocity V; 
therefore, it is useful to replace V by Q in Equation 16. This can 
be done by noting that the two partial derivatives in Equation 16 




Substituting these two expressions in Equation 16 and noting. that V 
= Q/A, provides the discharge form of the momentum equatlon as: 
So - Y
x 
- Sf - (Q/gA2)Qx + (Q2/ gA3)Ax + Fq 
- (l/gA)Qt + (Q/9A2)At = 0 (19) 
Using the continuity equation (Equation 2.a) to replace At in Equa-
tion 19, gives the discharge form of the momentum equation, 
+ Fq - (l/gA)Qt + (Q/gA2)q = 0 (20) 
where Fr2 represents the Froude number squared 
(21 ) 
Equation 20 together with Equation 2.a are the well known Saint-
Venant equations for unsteady flow in open channels. 
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Numerical Solution of the Saint-Venant Equations 
Strelkoff (1972) discussed four different methods for solving 
the Saint-Venant equations: 
1. Transform the partiaOl differential equations into 
ordinary differential equations using the characteristic 
equations (Method of Characteristics). 
2. Explicit finite differencing of the characteristics 
equations on a rectangular network in the x-t plane. 
3. Direct, explicit finite-differencing of the equations in 
a rectangular network. 
4. Direct, implicit finite-differencing of the equations in 
a rectangular network. 
Of these four categories, the first and the second are probably 
the most accurate in describing wave movements. However, use of the 
method of characteristics or the characteristic equations has the 
disadvantage that the characteristics are not straight lines; hence, 
the solutions do not agree at the designated stations at the given 
time. The use of the direct, expl icit finite differencing technique 
(third method) limits the time step to small values (dt < dx (V+c), 
which is called the Courant condition. The imposition of this 
restriction on the time step, in the explicit scheme, results in a 
long time of execution on the computer. The fourth method has the 
advantage that it is numerically stable regardless of the ratio of 
dt to dx (Strel koff 1972) and is used in thi s report. 
The implicit finite differencing method requires that a system 
of simul taneous equations be solved to advance the unsteady flow 
through each new time step. 
For setting up the equations, the vertical lines of the 
rectangular grid network of Figure 3 represent sections along the 
channel where the sol uti on for depth and flow rate, or depth and 
velocity, are desired for each time step. The interval between each 
vertical line represents the distance between two consecutive 
stations (dx). The horizontal lines represent the different times 
for which the solution is sought, and the interval between each 
horizontal line is the time increment (dt). 
The finite difference equations are obtained by replacing the 
derivatives in the Saint-Venant equations by appropriate fini te 
differences. The space derivatives are replaced by second or.dir 
central differences centered at the grid point at the time tJ+ • 
The time derivative is repl aced by a first order backward 
difference. Coefficients in these equations will be evaluated at 
the previous time step in order to obtain a system of 1 inear 
equa ti ons. 
The advantages of this evaluation,.rather than evaluating the 
coefficients at the present time step tJ+l, even though the solution 




Figure 3. Rectangular grid network. 
1. The difference equations are linear whereas if. fhe 
coefficients were evaluated at the present time step (tJ + ), 
a system of nonl inear equations would resul t that must be 
solved using some iterative technique such as the 
Newton-Raph son Method. 
2. The method is not unstable for large time steps, as is 
the case with expl icit methods (Jeppson 1974). 
However, in order to meet the stability criteria established by 
Strel koff, the friction slope Sf must be eval uated at the present 
time step. 
To accomplish this Equation 12 will be written as: 
Sf = (Q/K)2 (22) 
where K is defined as: 
(23) 
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Expanding Equation 22 using the first three terms of Taylor ceries, 
gives: 
in which the derivatives are: 
aSf/aQ = 2Sf/Q (25.a) 
aSf/aK = - 2Sf/K (25.b) 
aK/ay = (K/A)[3T/2 - (A/2P)ap/ay] (26) 
An appropriate finite-difference form of the Saint-Venant equations 
can be obtained by noting that, 
a Q/ax = (I/2~x) (Q~:~ - Q~~t) (27) 
aA/at = ray/at (28.a) 
q = dQ/ dx (29 ) 
a Q/at = (l/llt) (Q~+l _ Q~-l) (30) 
1 1 
for a trapezoidal cross section, aA/ax y,t can be evaluated as 
aA/ax t = ydb/dx + y2dm / dx (32) y, 
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Finally, after some algebraic manipulation, the finite-difference 
form of the Saint-Venant equations is: 
'+1 ' '+1 
-0 • 5Q ~ 1 + ( ~ xl ~ t) T~ Y1 1- 1 1 
- 2 g [ Sf ( 3 T 12) - RI 2 a P I a y ) ] 1 ~+ 1 + [ 1 I ~ t + 2 g ( AS f / Q ) ] ~ Q 1 :~
2 2' j j+l 
+ [T/2~x(C - v )J~~:i + Vi/~xQi+l 
+ Sf~J , 
- 2Sf[3T/2 - R/2aP/axJ~y~J + Vq , , (34) 
in which C is the velocity of propagation of a small amplitude 
grav i ty wave. 
C = [gAl TJ 1/2 (35 ) 
Boundary Conditions 
Equations 33 and 34 are valid for inner grid points; at the 
points i=1 and i=n boundary condition equations must be obtained, 
depending on the problem that is being solved. 
Upstream Boundaries 
For impl ementation in the computer program the upstream 
boundary condition is either specific as 1) the depth as a function 
of time, or 2) the" discharge as a function of time. In addition a 
special equation is needed to relate the other unknowns at the 
upstream boundary. For this purpose the Saint-Venant equations are 
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combined so that the combination of the partial differential equa-
tions can be interpreted as total derivatives with respect to time 
along the characteristic lines. Equation 2.a is multiplied by the 
velocity of the small amplitude wave C, and subtracted from Equation 
20. The following equation is obtained (Jeppson 1974): 
( aQ/at + (V-C)aQ/ax ) - T(V+C)[ay/at + T(V-C)ay/ax] = 
gA(So - Fq - Sf) + v2aA/aX - qC (36) 
noting that, 
dQ/dt = (aQ/ax) dx/dt + ao/at (37) 
and 
dy/ dt = (ay/ax) dx/ dt + ay/a t (38) 
where 0 and yare the dependent variables on the two independent 
variables x and t. Equations 37 and 38 describe the rate of change 
of Q and y, if x and tare simul taneousl y vari ed in the way 
described by dx/dt. 
Changing Equation 36 to finite difference form, we get: 
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y(O,t) = Yb(t) 
Q(O,t) = determined to satisfy Eq. 39 
Case #1 
Q(Q,t) = Qb(t) 
y(O,t) = determined to satisfy Eq. 39 
Case :#2 
Figure 4. Different boundary conditions. 
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Solution of the System of Equations 
Equation 39 constitutes the special equation used for the 
upstream boundary condition. If the flow rate is specifed at the 
upstream boundary (cond i t ion 2), then the coeff i c i ent of the term 
Qj+1 is placed on the right-hand side of Equation 39. If the depth 
of specified. upstream at this boundary (condit ion 1) then the term 
containing Yi+ I is placed on the right side of Equation 39. 
Downstream Boundary 
The search for appropriate means for defining the downstream 
condi tion that moves the debris surge wave forward in time over the 
water flow that exists upstream in the channel has been most 
difficult. A number of techniques have been investigated in this 
study, and some of these have been tested by implementing them into 
computer code. None of these are considered the ul timate sol ution, 
however. 
An initial approach util ized the continuity and momentlD11 
equations at the wave front as seen by a stationary observer. The 
method proved unsati sfactory giving wave movement velocities that 
are too 1 arge. Another attempt was based on the energy and 
continuity equations. It al so exhibited lack of stabil ity, and 
furthermore, would not be usable since no data are available to 
define the energy dissipative characteristics of the moving debris 
surge. Visual descriptions that include a turbulent tumbl ing 
conglomerate of large masses rolling over each other at the front 
suggest that the moving debris surge likely dissipates considerable 
energy, that no doubt is strongly dependent upon its 
characteristics. This energy must be continuously transmitted to 
the front by some mechanism. 
The most successful, and simultaneously the simplest, approach 
to the boundary condition assumes that a constant depth of flow 
exists from the front to the second from the end grid point denoted 
by n, that is used in the finite difference solution. Based on this 
assumption the velocity of the wave front is computed so that the 
vol ume comi ng through the section n must equal the vol ume contained 
in the advancing column during time dt. The new position of the 
wave is thus established from the values available from the current 
time step solution, and this new position dictates the number of new 
grid points, if any, that must be added for the next time step 
sol ution. 
Numerically and in reference to Figure 5, the volume of debris 
flow entering the advancing portion of the flow is given by, 




Yw upstream water flow 
n-l n n+1 
Figure 5. Movement of the front surge. 
in which Q(n) ;s obtained for section n from the steady state 
sol ution for the first time step, and detennined by the sol ution to 
the system of equations described earlier for subsequent time steps. 
Thi s vol ume must equal the di fference in vol ume at the wave front at 
time t + dt and tor, 
(41) 




An+1 = bn+1 Y n+1 + mn+1 y n+1 2 - bn+1 y w - mn+l Yw 
2 (43) 
respectively (Y w is the depth of the upstream water flow at this 
section as determined by a gradually varied flow solution), dx is 
the distance of the wave's advance in. time, d~ , and th: (Vo.l) c is 
the volumes in the one-quarter cyllnders wlth a radlus glven by 
y - Yw and a length equal to the channel width at a position above its bottom equal to (Y - Y
w
)/2 + Yw• 
Solving Equation 41 for the distance of advance gives, 
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Solution of the System of Equations 
The system of difference equations at all grid points (interior 
and boundaries) at any given time consists of 2n + 2 in number. 
Solving this system of linear equations provides the solution for 
the next time step. After obtaining that solution, the j+l time 
step becomes the j time step line, and the process is repeated. 
The initial conditions for the flowrate Q, and the flow depth 
Y, are taken from a steady state solution using the techniques 
proposed by (Deleon and Jeppson 1982). The process of solving this 
system of equations is described by Jeppson (1974). Nevertheless, 
it must be pointed out that because of the special nature of the 
movement of the front wave, the number of difference equations in 
the system is not constant. As the front wave reaches the next grid 
point, the number of equations increases by two. Therefore the 
solution process starts at the beginning time steps by solving a few 
equations and ends after the leading debris surge has advanced well 
down the channel by solving a much larger n~nber of equations. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND ITS APPLICATION 
The previously described sol uti on techni que was imp1 emented in 
a FORTRAN program. Thi s program ut i1 i zes the in terac tive program 
for unsteady flow of water in rivers and channels initially develop-
ed by Jeppson (1974) and later adapted by Deleon and Jeppson (1982) 
for steady state debris flows. The principles and much of the input 
are described in previous reports. The modifications principally 
consist in rewriting the unsteady solution subroutine TRANST to 
properly imp1 ement the equations and methodologies described in the 
previous chapters of this report. A listing of the entire program 
is given in Appendix A. 
In addition to rewriting the unsteady solution subroutine, one 
of the first attempts at solving a debris flow problem in which the 
flow properties changed rather rapidly revealed that the Euler 
pred ictor-corrector method used in the original program was not 
providing solutions of sufficient accuracy. In implementing the 
Euler method for solving the ordinary differential equation for 
varied flow only the designated "output" stations ~/ere used; i.e. 
the interval dx along the channel used for solving the equation 
could not be made smaller as needed to maintain the error within 
specified limits. Rather than build into the program code the 
abil ity to subdivide the computation interval, if necessary, the 
code was al tered so that the sol ution to the graduall y vari ed flows 
were obtained by utilizing the subroutine DVERK from the 
International Mathematical and Statistical libraries (IMSl). These 
libraries are now available in compiled form at most large computer 
installation. This subroutine is based on the Runge Kutta-Verner 
sixth order method, which has good numerical stability and accuracy 
characteristics. The subroutine DYX and FCN were added to define 
the needed derivati ves of the depth Y wi th respect to x. The IMSl 
subroutine does provide a solution with the desired accuracy, but 
requi res much more computer execution time. Internally in the 
program the error limit given by the user to specify the accuracy of 
the solution is multiplied by 100 before passing this error limit 
onto DVERK. However, despite this reduction in the precision 
requirements, the solutions to the gradually varied flow profiles 
require an excessive amount of computer execution time if the user 
gives too small a val ue for the error criterid. 
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Restriction in Application 
The methods utilized in ths solution assume that: 
1. The debris flow is laminar and subcritical. 
2. The cross section of the channel can be adequately de-
scribed by a symmetrical trapezoidal section with a bottom width b, 
and a side slope m. 
3. The local energy dissipation is described by the equations 
used for steady-state flow and that the equations proposed by 
Deleon and Jeppson (1982) are valid. 
4. The debris flow begins and overrides any water flow already 
in the channel which is of a considerably smaller amount and shal-
lower depth. This upstream water depth may be zero. 
Input Data for the Program 
The computer program requires the input data listed below. 
Since the computer program is interactive, it asks the user for 
this required information in the same order that will be pre-
sented here. 
1. Definition of the system of units (ES or SI). 
2. Number of sections for which channel geometry data will 
be given (NSI). 
3. Number of section for which results wi'll be cOO1puted (NSO). 
4. In i t i a 1 flow rate (QO). 
5. Position of initial station (XBEG). 
6. Posi tion of final station (XEND). 
7. If IUNST (an option that the user can set) is equal to 
0, the program asks for the value of the depth of flow used 
to start the ~ornputation of the gradually varied profile 
(YSTART) • 
8. Station where gradual varied profile computation starts (NS I NC) • . 
9. X distance for the input stations (XI(I)). 
10. lateral inflow or outflow, for the input sections (Q(I)). 
11. Bottom slopes for the input stations (S(I)). 
12. BOttOOl widths and side slopes for the input stations 
(BI(I), FMI(I)). 
13. File names into which the solution results are to be 
written: 
TTY for terminal 
NAME for file 
BOTH for terminal and file. lee 
14. If BOTH is given, the user has to provide a name for 
the output fil e. 
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After the computations for normal and critical depths are 
perfonned, and if I UNST equa.l 1, the user is as ked if he wants to 
provide a value for YSTART (depth used to start computation of the 
gradually varied profile). If the answer is YES, the user provides 
an initial value between the 1 imits provided by the computer pro-
gram; if the answer is NO, the computer program generates a value. 
After the steady-state but spatially varied solution is complete, 
then the unsteady analYSis begins. The user is first asked if the 
norma 1 debr is depths are to app ly upstream from the stat i on where 
the leading surge exists at time zero. If the answer is NO, then he 
must provide a downstream depth to start the gradually varied debris 
flow solution. Next values of Mannings n are required to pro-
vide a gradually varied solution to the downstream water flow. 
Next, the amount of this water flow and the position of the surge 
are ask for. Thereafter input is required giving the following: 
1. Number of time steps through which the unsteady solution 
will be computed (NT). 
2. Case of boundary condi tion (1 or 2). 
3. Time increment for which sol utions will be computed 
(DELT). 
4. Values of depths Y, or flow rate Q, depending on the 
case s e 1 ec ted i n # 2 (y B) • 
5. Flow for the initial condition in the channel (Ql). 
6. Ini ti al station pos; tion of the front surge (NN). 
The numerical examples in the following chapter illustrate the 






Example 1 simulates the unsteady debris flows of 50,000 cfs, 
and increasing with time, caning down a canyon of trapezoidal cross 
section with a bottom width of 75 feet, a side slope of 3, and a 
bottom slope of 0.06 ft/ft. The channel is prismatic. The unsteady 
anal ysi sis control 1 ed by speci fyi ng an upstream f1 ow rate. The 
beginning flowrate of 50,000 cfs is incremented at a rate of 1,000 
cfs every 30 seconds during a period of 300 seconds. The length of 
the channel is 7,000 ft. 
The computer solution first provides the depth, velocity, and 
other hydraulic characteristics of the steady-state debris flow 
throughout the channel. Thereafter, input data specifies the 
station where the leading edge of the debris flow is at time zero. 
This position must be stdtion number 4 or beyond. The user then 
selects if the debris flow depths upstream from this station are 
nonna1 or controlled by a temporary dam, etc. such that a gradually 
varied flow sol ution is needed for the initial condition for the 
upstream debris flow. Based upon the channel geometry and Mannings 
n, which was specified equal to 0.035 for the downstream portion of 
the channel, the gradually varied water flow properties downstream 
fram this station are computed. The upstream depths and velocity of 
debris, the downstream water depths and velocities, and the position 
of the surge that separates the two flows constitutes the ini ti al 
condition for the transient solution. For the unsteady solution the 
following variables are computed and printed at each output station 
for each time increment used in the solution: 
1. Flow depth . 
2. Flow velocity 
3. Slope of the energy line 
4. Wetted perimeter 
5. Flowrate 
6. Cross-sectional area of flow 
7. Top width 
Appendix B provides both the input and output for Example 1. The 
input is identified in this listing by arrows. Figure 6 shows the 
p1 an and profil e v iews of the channel for Exampl e 1, and shows the 
normal depths of both water and debris flow in the profile view. 
At time zero for Example 1 the surge is located 3,000 feet 
downstream from the beginning of the channel and the depth of the 
debris flow is 26.98 feet, the normal depth, and does not vary with 
position because the channel is prismatic. The upstream water depth 
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o 
is 1 foot and consists of 500 cfs. For this channel a steady state 
water flow of the same quantity, 50,000 cfs, would be at a depth of 
10.6 feet, or less than one half the debris flow depth. 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 give the solution for the depths, velocities, 
and fl owra tes , res pec tiv el y, as they vary wi th time and po si ti on 
along the channel for the above defined unsteady debris flow. In 
this example the speci fied 1=lowrates at the beginning of the channel 
are as given in the second column of Table 3 and increase from 
75' BOTTOM 
WIDTH Q =50.000cfs 
~ 
2000 4000 







Figure 6. Plan and profile views of channel downstream from canyon 
mouth for example 1. 
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Table 1. Depth of debris flow as a function of time and position 
in channel as obtained from computer solution to example 
1. 
~IME POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) I 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
0 26.98 26.98 26.98 26.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
30 26.98 26.98 26.98 27.0U 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 27.23 27.06 27.00 27.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
90 27.45 27.18 27.05 27.03 27.03 : 1.00 1.00 1.00 
120 27.67 27.33 27.12 27.07 27.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 
150 27.89 27.52 27.23 27.12 27.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 
180 28.10 27.73 27.38 27.20 27.12 27.09 1.00 1.00 
210 28.32 27.94 27.56 27.31 27.19 27.11 1.00 1.00 
240 28.53 28.16 27.76 27.45 27.28 : 27.16 1.00 1.00 
270 28.73 28.38 27.98 27.62 27.39 27.23 27.18 1.00 
300 28.94 28.59 28.21 27.81 27.53 27.33 27.19 1.00 
330 29.14 28.80 28.44 28.02 27.69 . 27.46 27.27 1.00 
360 29.13 28.95 28.64 28.25 27.87 27.61 27.37 27.28 
390 29.13 29.05 28.82 28.46 28.07 27.77 27.50 27.30 
420 29.13 29.10 28.95 28.66 28.28 27.95 27.66 27.38 
450 29.13 29.13 29.04 28.83 28.47 28.18 27.66 28.31 
480 29.13 29.15 29.09 28.98 28.60 28.51 27.44 29.49 
510 29.13 29.15 29.11 29.11 28.65 28.97 27.03 30.59 
Table 2. Velocity of debris flow as a function of time and position 
in channel as obtained from computer solution to example 
1. 
~IME POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
0 11.88 11.88 11.88 11.88 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
30 11.88 11.78 11.77 11.75 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
60 11.96 11.85 11.83 11.80 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
90 12.04 11.91 11.87 11.85 11.80 6.41 6.41 6.41 
120 12.12 11.99 11.91 11.88 11.84 6.41 6.41 6.41 
150 12.20 12.06 11.96 11.91 11.86 6.41 6.41 6.41 
180 12.28 12.14 12.02 11.95 11.90 11.86 6.41 6.41 
210 12.36 12.22 ll.08 11.99 11.94 11.89 6.41 6.41 
240 12.44 12.31 12.16 12.04 11.98 11.90 6.41 6.·H 
270 12.52 12.39 12.24 12.11 12.02 11.95 11.90 6.41 
300 12.60 12.47 12.33 12.18 12.07 11.99 11.94 6.41 
330 12.67 12.55 12.41 12.26 12.13 12.05 11.94 6.41 
360 12.68 12.60 12.49 12.34 12.20 12.10 12.00 11.95 
390 12.69 12.64 12.55 12.42 12.28 12.16 12.06 11.99 
420 12.69 12.67 12.60 12.49 12.35 12.23 12.12 12.03 
450 12.68 12.68 12.64 12.56 12.42 12.32 12.12 12.23 
480 12.68 12.69 12.66 12.61 12.48 12.44 12.04 12.54 
510 12.68 12.69 12.67 12.67 12.50 12.60 11.89 12.87 
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Table 3. Flowrate of debris as a function of time and position in 
channel as obtained from computer solution to example 
1. 
WIME POSITION ALOt~G CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) a 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
0 50000. 50000. 50000. 50000. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
30 50000. 49553. 49529. 49504. SOD. 500. 500. SOD • 
6j ' • J 51000. 50061. 49816. 49757. 500. 500. 500. 500 • 
~,., 
\J 52000. 50686. 50116. 50004. 49785. 500. 500. 500. 
120 53000. 51437. 50511. 50235. 50000. 500. 500. 500. 
150 54000. 52299. 51037. 50525. 50175. 500. 500. 500. 
180 55000. 53246. 51709. 50896. 50465. 50212. 500. 500. 
210 56000. 54246. 52519. 51389. 50799. 50401. 500. 500. 
240 57000. 55272. 53442. 52014. 51232. 50583. 500. 500. 
270 58000. 56302. 54447. 52775. 51749. 50973. 50637. 500. 
300 59000. 57323. 55499. 53659. 52377. 51450. 50840. 500. 
330 60000. 58332. 56567. 54643. 53110. 52056. 51055. 500. 
360 60000. 59061. 57556. 55678. 53948. 52731. 51574. 51129. 
390 60000. 59548. 58397 • 56702. 54866. 53487 • 52214. 51361 • 
420 60000. 59842. 59054. 57646. 55826. 54306. 52960. 51733. 
450 60000. 59997 • 59516. 58471. 56724. 55379. 52966. 55402. 
480 60000. 60069. 59790. 59186. 57390. 56928. 51987. 60449. 
510 60000. 60112. 59878. 59857. 57631. 59090. 50178. 65654. 
50,000 cfs to 60,000 cfs in 330 seconds, and thereafter remain 
constant at 60,000 cfs. These specified flowrates result in the 
depths and velocities given in the second columns of Tables 1 and 2, 
repectively. Figure 7 shows how the debris flow depths change along 
the channel with time by plotting individual 1 ines for each time 
increment used in the solution. The scale for plotting the depths 
in Figure 7 is different than the one used for plotting the 
position. Table 4 provides more information related to the movement 
of the debris surge over the upstream water. The velocity of the 
leading debris surge is approximately 12 fps, which compares closely 
with the velocity of the debris flow in the upstream portion of the 
channel (Table 2). The depth change across the leading edge of the 
debri s flow is from 26 to 29 feet (see Tabl e 1). In thi s exampl e, 
therefore, the on rushing debris represents a formidable phenomenon 
of a near vertical wall, nearly 30 feet high, of a mass flow wi~h a 
density nearly twice that of water, and consequently potentially 
more destructive, that moves at a speed of approximately 8 miles per 
hour. The soil mass transported by this flow is enormous. Based on 
a velocity of 12 fps, an average depth of 27 feet, a density of the 
mixture of 2, and a specitic gravity of the solids of 2.65 (which 
means the mixture is 61 percent by vol ume sol ids), 2,530 tons per 
second of solid mass and 620 tons per second of water are being 
transported by the debris flow. Should such a debris flow continue 
for 30 minutes, then a total of 4,554,000 tons of solid particles 
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Table 4. Movement of debris surge for example 1. 
TIME POSITION MOVEMENT VELOC ITY 
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POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FT) 
Figure 7. Positions of debris flow every 30 seconds as obtained as 
the solution to problem 1. 
would be transported, enough to cover 100 acres to a depth of 17.7 
feet if the deposi ted materia.l had a porosi ty of 40 percent. 
It is important to note that only approximately 40 percent of 
the volumetric flow of debris is water. If the processes that turn 
water flow into debris flow had not occurred, then the volumetric 
flowrate would be 20.000 cfs instead of 50,000 tfs, and the depth 
would be only about 6.6 feet. Thus the change from water to debris 
flow is a much more devastating menace because the volumetric flow-
rate is more than doubled, the depths are considerably longer than 
those of an equivalent volumetric water flowrate, and the density 
of the mass is approximately twice that of water. 
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Example 2 
A second exampl e sel ected to ill ustrate the unsteady debri s 
fiow solution capability involves simulation of the Lahars (a mix of 
volcanic mudflows and debris flows) caused by the May 18, 1980, 
eruption of Mount Saint Helens, Washington, in the East Fork Pine 
Creek. The data requi red to run the computer program for thi s 
simulation were obtained from a draft copy of a report deal ing with 
the May 18, 1980, eruption of Mount Saint Helens by Pierson (1982). 
The infonnation presented by Pierson can be summarized as follows: 
Maximum flow rate: 29,000 m3/sec. 
Flow depth: on the order of 10 to 15 m. 
Average velocity: between 11 and 20 m/sec. 
Usi ng averages for the range of val ues given above, a 
cross-section of approximately 2,000 m2 is obtained. Util izing thi s 
val ue as a guide the channel was defined for the cooputer simulation 
by providing the values below for 5 input stations. 
Position Bottom Side Bottom 
Sta t ion (m) Width (m) Slope Slope 
1 0. 25. 2.5 0.35 
2 4,000. 60. 2.8 0.20 
3 7,200. 10O. 3.0 0.0812 
4 12,500. 14O. 3.5 0.0306 
5 25,000. 200. 3.5 0.0186 
The bottom slopes were taken from the profile given by Pierson 
and replotted as Figure 8. Figure 9 gives the pl an and profil e 
views of this channel used in the computer simulation. The channel 
bOttOOl widths and channel slide slopes are estimated values to 
reflect narrow and steeper canyon walls in the higher and steeper 
gradient portions of the canyon. These dimensions have been 
gradually increased in the lower reaches of the canyon. The com-
puter model will generate a cross-section at any position in the 
channel that is linearly interpolated from these values. 
The computer simulation of thij event begins with an initial 
upstream debris flow of 19,000 m Is, that remains c~nstant for 30 
seconds, and then increases in increments of 1,000 m Is every 30 
sJconds until time 330 seconds. At this time the flowrate is 29,gOO 
m Is. Thereafter, the flowrate is decreased by 1,000 m /s 
increments to 15,000 ems at time 780 seconds. The second col urnn in 
Table 7 gives these specified flowrates at the beginning of the 
channel. The downstream water flow was specified equal to 100 ems, 
with the water depth at the end of the 24,000 meter long channel 
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Tables 5, 6 and 7 provide the depths, velocities, and flow-
rates, respectively from this simulation, and Table 8 provides more 
deta il about the movement of the 1 ead i ng debr is surge. Figure 10 
gives a plot of the depths of the channel for each new 30 seconds 
time interval. In this simulation the velocity of the leading debris 
surge equals 22.6 m/s (50.6 miles per hour) at time zero (at 
position 3000 meters), when the debris surge exits in the upper and 
steeper portions of the canyon. The velocity of the surge gradually 
slows down to 7.6 m/s (17 miles per hour) at time 810 seconds, the 
end of the simulation period, when the surge is at position 13,000 
meters in the 24,000 meter long channel. 
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Figure 9. Plan and profile views of channel downstream from canyon 






























































Depth of debris flow as a function of time and position in 
channel as obtained from computer solution to example 2. 
(Every 3rd output station of solution given in table.) 
POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (METERS 
3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 18000 21000 24000 
10.69 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.70 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.73 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.84 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.96 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.09 10.94 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.28 11.05 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.53 11.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.81 11.78 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.09 12.37 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.32 12.87 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.50 13.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.62 13.61 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.64 13.81 12.94 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.55 13.89 12.94 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.38 13.90 13.08 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
12.16 13.87 13.72 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.94 13.81 14.57 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.74 13.73 15.55 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.55 13.62 16.55 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.37 13.47 17.39 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
11.17 13.27 17.99 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.96 13.02 18.28 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.72 12.72 18.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.46 12.38 17.93 15.11 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
10.20 12.04 17.38 15.12 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 
9.95 11.69 16.70 15.13 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 




Table 6. Velocity of debris flow as a function of time and position 
in channel as obtained from computer solution to example 
2. (Every 3rd output station of solution given in table.) 
POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (MET~RS) 
(SEC) 0 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 18000 21000 
0 30.84 22.11 3.83 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
30 31.19 21.84 3.83 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
60 31.70 22.22 3.83 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
90 32.25 22.55 3.83 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
120 32.81 22.85 3.83 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
150 33.37 23.13 15.11 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
180 33.91 23.45 14.92 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
210 34.45 23.83 14.60 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
240 34.97 24.27 14.41 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
270 35.48 24.73 14.51 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
300 35.98 25.19 14.76 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
330 36.47 25.60 15.09 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
360 36.70 25.93 15.41 2.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 390 36.53 26.14 15.69 8.33 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
420 36.19 26.18 15.89 8.23 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
450 35.77 26.06 16.01 8.19 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
480 35.31 25.81 16.07 8.24 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
510 34.82 25.49 16.07 8.46 2.4U 2.15 1.97 1.81 
540 34.32 25.15 16.04 8.79 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
570 33.79 24.80 15.98 9.18 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
600 33.23 24.46 15.87 9.56 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
630 32.65 24.10 15.71 9.87 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
660 32.04 23.72 15.49 10.07 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
690 31.41 23.30 15.22 10.13 2.40 2.15 1.97 1.81 
720 30.75 22.84 14.91 10.06 5.96 2.15 1.97 1.81 
750 30.08 22.37 14.57 9.87 5.73 2.15 1.97 1.81 































































Table 7. Flowrate of debris as a function of time and position in 
channel as obtained from computer solution to example 2. 
(Every 3rd output station of solution given in table.) 
POSITII N ALONG CHANNEL (METERS} 
0 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 18000 21000 
19000. 19000. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
19000. 18783. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
20000. 19206. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
21000. 19757. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
22000. 20308. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
23000. 20913. 19349. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
24000. 21698. 19352. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
25000. 22719. 19369. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
26000. 23920. 20275. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
27000. 25169. 21745. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
28000. 26326. 23294. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
29000. 27303. 24860. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
29000. 28008. 26195. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
28000. 28294. 27156. 16663. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
27000. 28075. 27722. 16474. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
26000. 27411. 27960. 16612. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
25000. 26486. 27967. 17751. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
24000. 25497. 27823. 19692. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
23000. 24564. 27559. 22258. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
22000. 23703. 27160. 25240. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
21000. 22868. 26587. I 28045. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
20000. 22003. 25811. 30276. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
19000. 21075. 24825. 31565. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
18000. 20085. 23663. 31701. 100. 100. 100. 100. 
17000. 19060. 22387. 30739. 16974. 100. 100. 100. 
16000. 18039. 21079. 28932. 16312. 100. 100. 100. 
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Table 8. Movement of debris surge for example 2. 
TIME POS IT ION MOVEMENT VELOCITY 


























































A comparison of these simul ated resul ts and the actual event 
that Pierson attempts to define from measurements made afterward can 
only be considered qualitative because: 1) No actual flowrate 
measurements were made, nor were attempts made to define the time or 
spatial variations of these flowrates, and therefore the specified 
flowrates used in the solution must be considered only estimates; 2) 
the velocities of the flow were estimated from differences in 
el evation between the inner and the outer high water marks on 
opposite sides of the channel bends; 3) the channel size and 
hydraulic properties are only approximately defined for the 
simulation; and 4) the downstream water flow ;s only a guess. 
Despi te these 1 imitations the predicted and observed val ues of flow 
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Figure 10. Positions of debris flow. every 30 seconds as obtained as 
the solution to problem 2. 
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Example 3 
The third hypothetical example represents an extreme case, 
where a broad valley and a large amount of flow are available, like 
some tropical regions such as Brasil. The attempt was made to 
simul a te the movement of debri s flow down a wi de vall ey. The flow 
spreads out modestly across the valley and the ground slope is small 
in cOll1pari son to the bottom slopes of the channel s in the previous 
two examples (5 = 0.001 m/m). For the purpose of this example, the 
cross-section of the valley is assumed to be trapezoidal with a 
starting bottom width of 5000 ft that expands to 8000 ft in 14,000 
feet of channel 1 ength. Channel side slopes equal to 3 were 
specified. The inflow hydrograph of debris in the upstream part of 
the valley is initially assumed to be 100,000 cfs and to increase at 
a rate of 10,000 cfs every 60 seconds until the flowrate at the 
beginning of the channel becomes 200,000 cfs. Thereafter the 
flowrate again decreases by 10,000 cfs increments as shown in the 
second col urnn of Table 11. The slope of the channel bottom is 
specified constant at 0.001. Figure 11 shows the features of this 
channel. 
Tables 9, 10 and 11 provide the solutions to the depths, ve-
locities, and flowrates respectively, as they change with position 
Table 9. Depth of debris flow as a function of time and position in 
ch anne 1 as obt a i ned from computer so 1 ut i on of examp 1 e 3. 
(Every 2nd output station of solution given in table.) 
TIME POS ITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 
0 43.97 42.22 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
120 42.94 42.09 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
240 42.83 42.00 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
360 42.83 41.95 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
480 42.90 41.95 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
600 43.02 41.97 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
720 43.18 42.02 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
840 43.38 42.09 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
960 43.62 42.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1080 43.88 42.31 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1200 44.16 42.45 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1320 44.45 42.59 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1440 44.52 42.71 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1560 44.37 42.77 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1680 44.20 42.89 42.02 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1800 44.03 42.97 42.04 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
1920 43.86 42.97 42.07 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
2040 43.68 42.91 42.09 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
2160 43.48 42.83 42.11 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
2280 43.25 42.72 42.14 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
2400 43.00 42.61 42.16 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
2520 42.72 42.48 42.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 
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Table 10. Velocity of debris flow as a function of time and posi-

























example 3. (Every 2nd output station of solution given 
in tab 1 e. ) 
POSITION ALO~IG CHANNE (FEET' 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 
0.44 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.45 0.42 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.50 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.55 0.51 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.59 0.55 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.63 0.59 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.68 0.61 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.72 0.64 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.76 0.66 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.80 0.69 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.84 0.72 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.88 0.76 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.88 0.79 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.83 0.80 0.45 0.44 0.4·3 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.79 0.79 0.73 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.75 0.75 0.64 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.71 0.71 0.61 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.67 0.66 0.60 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.63 0.63 0.59 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.59 0.60 0.58 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.54 0.57 0.55 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
0.50 0.54 0.52 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.39 
in the channel and time, and Table 12 shows how the leading debris 
s urge moves. Fi gure 12 plots the debri s flow profil es, tha t move 
much more slowly than those of the previous examples. 
Thi s exampl e ill ustrates an important characteristic of the 
simulated debris flows, that qual itative evidence suggests is al so 
true of real debris flows. As the slope of the channel bottom 
decreases the depth of the debris flow increases dramatically. This 
increase in depth is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the 
velocity. For this example the leading debris flow surge is over 42 
feet high (see Table 9). Its velocity is in the order of one-half a 
foot per second, and canpares closely in magnitude to the velocity 
of the upstream water flow of only 500 cfs which is at a depth of 
less than 0.2 feet. The velocity of the leading debris surge is 
only slightly larger than the velocity in the channel (see Table 12) 
with magnitudes which vary from 0.4 mls to 0.8 m/s during the 
simul ation. 
A comparison between this simulation and the previous examples 
is useful. In Exampl e 1 the ini ti al fl owra te of 50,000 cfs is 
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Table 11. Flowrate of debris as a function of time and position in 
channel as obtained from computer solution of example 3. 
(Every 2nd output station of solution given in table.) 
TIME POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET 
(SEC) 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 
0 100000. 100000. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
120 10UOOO. 98483. 500. SOD. SOD. SOO. 500. 500. 
240 110000. 109480. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
360 120000. 118339. SOD. 500. 500. SOD. 500. 500. 
480 130000. 128961. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
600 140000. 137625. SOD. 500. 500. SOD. 500. SOO. 
720 150000. 143535. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
840 160000. 149076. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
960 170000. 155320. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1080 180000. 162563. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1200 190000. 170719. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1320 200000. 179557. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1440 200000. 186534. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1560 190000. 189100. 500. sou. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1680 180000. 187381. 184335. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1800 170000. 179213. 160034. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
1920 160000. 168532. 153964. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
2040 150000. 158516. 152279. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
2160 140000. 149988. 149769. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
2280 130000. 142420. 145360. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
2400 120000. 135031. 139368. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
2520 110000. 127307. 132284. 500. 500. 500. 500. 500. 
equival ent to 667 cfs/ft of channel width. At posi tion 3000 feet, 
the fl owra te of 100,000 c fs in thi s b road vall ey channel is 
approximately 17 cfs/ft or about 1/39 of the above unit flowrate. 
Yet the depth of debris flow is about twice as large. The factor 
that contributes most to this difference is the smaller channel 
slope of 0.001, whereas in Exampl e 1 the bottom slope is 0.06. Thi s 
characteristic of very substantially increasing depths with modestly 
decreasing bottom slopes, if the slopes are relative flat, explains 
why debris flows have been observed to stop, with little or no water 
leaving the mixture, and then start again as an accumulation builds 
up behind the leading surge. The model makes no provision, however, 
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Figure 11. P1an and profi1e views of chan
ne1 downstream from canyon 
mouth for examp1e 3. 
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Table 12. Movement of debris surge for example 3. 
TIME POS ITION ~10VEMENT VELOC ITV 
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Figure 12. Positions of debris flow every 60 seconds as obtained as 






In this example, debris flow which occurred in the Farmington 
area, about 15 miles north of Salt lake City, Utah, in 1923, will be 
simulated. The reconstruction of this phenomenon is based upon the 
narration given by Pack (1923) and the topographical characteri stics 
of the canyon channel and its bed across the valley floor. The 
cross-section of the canyon is assumed to be a trapezoidal section 
with a bottom width of 50 feet at the canyon mouth. The bottom 
width expands 1 inearly wi th di stance downstream from the mouth to 80 
feet at a position of 1500 feet, 120 feet at position 3000 feet, and 
the final width equals 150 feet at position 5000 feet and beyond. 
At the canyon mouth the slope of the channel bottom equals 0.100 and 
decreases linearly to 0.01 at 1500 feet, to 0.005 at position 3000 
feet and to 0.002 at position 5000 feet and beyond. For purposes of 
describing the upstream water flow Mannings n was taken equal to 
0.035 throuqhout the entire channel. The plan and profile views of 
this assumed channel are shown in Figure 13. In addition this 
figure shows the nonnal depth that would exist throughout this 
channel if a steady-state debris flowrate of 10,000 cfs occurred. 
Al so the depth of water is shown if 300 cfs occurred in the upstream 
channel and its depth is uniform from station 5000 feet and beyond. 
Note how the nonnal debris flow depths dramatically increase in 
moving downstream as the slope of the channel decreases, in 
cOOlpari son to the much more nearly constant water depth. If the 
channel did not incredse in width these normal debris flow depths 
would be even 1 arger in the fl atter portions of the channel. Such 
increases in debris flow depths as channel slopes decrease are 
typical (see Deleon and Jeppson 1982) and are dictated ~y the 
nature of the equations used in the simulations. 
For the unsteady debris flow the following have been specified: 
1) at time zero the debris flow is at station 1500 feet and the 
debri s depths from the mouth of the canyon to th i s pos i t i on are 
normal, 2) the debris flowrate passing the canyon mouth at time 
zero equals 10,000 cfs, 3) the depths of debris flow at the canyon 
mouth increase modestly with time as given in the first two columns 
of Tabl e 13. The second col urnn in Tabl e 15 gives the flowrates 
which are obtained by the numerica.l solution from the specified time 
varyi ng depths. 
A numerical sol uti on usi ng 60 second time increments was 
obtained over a 30 minute time period. Figure 14 shows the new 
debris flow profiles fo~ these separate time increments. The 
solution g.ives the following characteristics of the flow: 1) at 
the beginning of the simul ation the advancing velocity of the surge 
is slightly larger than 2 fps, whereas at the end of the 30 minute 
simulation period the rate of advance has decreased to an amount 
sl ightly less than 1 fps, 2) the unsteady debris flow depths are 
slightly larger than the normal debris flow depths, 3) the flowrate 
passing the mouth of the canyon increases from 10,000 cfs to 12,680 
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Figure 13. Plan and profile views of channel downstream from canyon 
mouth for example 4. 
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Table 13. Depth of debris flow as a function of time and position 
in channel as obtained from computer solution of example 
4. (Every 2nd output station of solution given in 
tab 1 e. ) 
-----------------------------------------------------------
TIME POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
-----------------------------------------------------------
0 12.16 16.48 0.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
60 12.20 19.06 0.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
120 12.30 20.88 0.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
180 12.40 22.18 0.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
240 12.50 23.41 0.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
300 12.60 24.18 33.48 0.89 0.94 1.21 
360 12.70 24.83 33.50 0.89 0.94 1.21 
420 12.80 25.38 34.22 0.89 0.94 1.21 
480 12.90 25.92 34.89 0.89 0.94 1.21 
540 13.00 26.47 35.40 0.89 0.94 1.21 
600 13.10 26.94 34.88 0.89 0.94 1.21 
660 13.20 27.28 34.46 0.89 0.94 1.21 
720 13.30 27.54 34.20 0.89 0.94 1.21 
780 13.35 27.75 34.04 0.89 0.94 1.21 
840 13.40 27.93 33.95 0.89 0.94 1.21 
900 13.45 28.06 33.77 35.51 0.94 1.21 
960 13.50 28.17 33.64 35.53 0.94 1.21 
1020 13.50 28.15 33.47 35.55 0.94 1.21 
1080 13.50 27.99 33.29 35.57 0.94 1.21 
1140 13.50 27.76 33.15 36.50 0.94 1.21 
1200 13.50 27.53 33.13 37.91 0.94 1.21 
1260 13.50 27.38 33.27 37.39 0.94 1.21 
1320 13.50 27.32 33.38 37.07 0.94 1.21 
1380 13.50 27.32 33.43 36.91 0.94 1.21 
1440 13.50 27.36 33.44 36.86 0.94 1.21 
1500 13.50 27.41 33.44 36.86 0.94 1.21 
1560 13.50 27.47 33.45 36.88 0.94 1.21 
1620 13.50 27.52 33.47 36.90 0.94 1.21 
1680 13.00 27.51 33.49 36.92 0.94 1.21 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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Table 14. Velocity of debris flow as a function of time and posi-
tion in channel as obtained from computer solution of 
examp 1 e 4. (Every 2nd output stat i on of so 1 uti on gi ven 
in tab 1 e. ) 
TIME POSITION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) (SEC) 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
0 9.51 5.08 3.57 2.73 2.32 1.62 
60 9.49 4.12 3.57 2.73 2.32 1.62 
120 9.53 3.60 3.57 2.73 2.32 1.62 
180 9.60 3.28 3.57 2.73 2.32 1.62 
240 9.68 3.04 3.57 2.73 2.32 1.62 
300 9.77 2.90 1.48 2.73 2.32 1.62 
360 9.85 2.79 1.52 2.73 2.32 1.62 
420 9.92 2.69 1.47 2.73 2.32 1.62 
480 9.99 2.60 1.42 2.73 2.32 1.62 
540 10.06 2.52 1.40 2.73 2.32 1.62 
600 10.13 2.47 1.43 2.73 2.32 1.62 
660 10.20 2.40 1.45 2.73 2.32 1.62 
720 10.27 2.38 1.48 2.73 2.32 1.62 
780 10.31 2.35 1.49 2.73 2.32 1.62 
840 10.34 2.34 1.49 2.73 2.32 1.62 
900 10.36 2.31 1.50 1.18 2.32 1.62 
960 10.38 2.81 1.70 1.27 2.32 1.62 
1020 10.39 3.04 1.81 1.34 2.32 1.62 
1080 10.40 3.11 1.88 1.40 2.32 1.62 
1140 10.41 3.11 1.92 1.38 2.32 1.62 
1200 10.42 3.07 1.93 1.22 2.32 1.62 
1260 10.42 3.04 1.90 1.15 2.32 1.62 
1320 10.41 3.02 1.86 1.15 2.32 1.62 
1380 10.41 3.01 1.82 1.19 2.32 1.62 
1440 10.40 3.00 1.79 1.23 2.32 1.62 
1500 10.39 2.98 1.78 1.27 2.32 1.62 
1560 10.38 2.97 1.79 1.30 2.32 1.62 
1620 10.37 2.97 1.80 1.32 2.32 1.62 
1680 10.17 2.93 1.81 1.34 2.32 1.62 
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Table 15. Flowrate of debris as a functipn of time and position in 
channel as obtained from computer solution of example 4. 
(Every 2nd output station of solution given in table.) 
TIME POS :TION ALONG CHANNEL (FEET) 
(SEC) 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
0 10000. 10000. 300. 300. 300. 300. 
60 10023. 9973. 300. 300. 300. 300. 
120 10182. 9976. 300. 300. 300. 300. 
180 10376. 9930. 300. 300. 300. 300. 
240 10590. 9963. 300. 300. 300. 300. 
300 10805. 9988. 9612. 300. 300. 300. 
360 11015. 10003. 9854. 300. 300. 300. 
420 11224. 9981. 9859. 300. 300. 300. 
480 11433. 9945. 9841. 300. 300. 300. 
540 11643. 9985. 9917. 300. 300. 300. 
600 11853. 10052. 9867. 300. 300. 300. 
660 12063. 9959. 9843. 300. 300. 300. 
720 12271 • 10002. 9889. 300. 300. 300. 
780 12387. 9987. 9879. ·300. 300. 300. 
840 12491 • 10045. 9856. 300. 300. 300. 
900 12588. 9999. 9863. 9456. 300. 300. 
960 12679. 12214. 11080. 10249. 300. 300. 
1020 12686. 13220. 11743. 10817. 300. 300. 
1080 12699. 13418. 12105. 11253. 300. 300. 
1140 12713. 13213. 12284. 11581. 300. 300. 
1200 12722. 12908. 12308. 10792. 300. 300. 
1260 12724. 12672. 12210. 9977. 300. 300. 
1320 12720. 12540. 11997 • 9896. 300. 300. 
1380 12712. 12482. 11768. 10134. 300. 300. 
1440 12702. 12461. 11607. 10464. 300. 300. 
1500 12690. 12453. 11546. 10776. 300. 300. 
1560 12679. 12450. 11572. 11035. 300. 300. 
1620 12668. 12452. 11657. 11240. 300. 300. 
1680 11760. 12286. 11744. 11401. 300. 300. 
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Table 16. Movement of debris surge for example 4. 
-
------------------------------------
TIME POSITION MOVEMENT VELOCITY 
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Figure 14. Positions of debris flow every 60 seconds as obtained as 
the solution to problem 4. 
Appendix C contains a second simulation of a "debris flow from 
Rudd Creek east of Farmington. The appendix simulation is within 
the canyon and was added after the report was written because a 
debris flow occurred in this creek while the report was being 





SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The fluid mechanics and behavior of debris flows are not well 
understood, and methods for pred ic ti ng depths and vel oci ties for a 
given volumetric flowrate in a given channel have not been developed 
for the practicing engineer to use. Deleon and Jeppson (1982) 
demonstrated that if the debris flow is laminar, as most are, then a 
relatively simple relationship based on the Chezy equation, provides 
a practical means for predicting steady-state debris flow. They did 
not explore the methodologies needed to solve unsteady debris flows. 
The objective of this research was to extend these 
methodologies to applications involving unsteady debris flows and 
impl elnent them in a computer sol ution. The assumption was made that 
a surge or lobe exits at the front of the debris flow. The unsteady 
sol ution is obtained from the Saint-Venant equations written in 
finite difference form. The friction slope is computed using the 
relationships proposed by Deleon and Jeppson (1982). These 
equations are complemented by appropiate initial and boundary 
conditions. The equations are solved numerically using a 
rectangular finite difference grid and an implicit scheme. The 
position of the leading surge, which represents an abrupt depth 
increase over the depth of water in the downstream channel, is 
determined by canputing an advanced position so that the volllTle 
contained in the advancing flow over the original water. depth equals 
the vol ume passing through the finite difference grid point just 
upstream from the moving surge. Upon locating the new position of 
the surge for each new time increment, the finite difference grid is 
appropriately expanded to include the region to the new surge 
po si ti on. The method was appl i ed to four exampl es. 
The principal conclusions drawn from this study are: 
1. The mathematical model, as described above, adequately 
describes the subcritical, unsteady behavior of debris flows. The 
mathematica,l solution provides debris flow depths, velocities and 
the trajectory of the leading surge in channels of trapezoidal 
cross-sections. 
2. The computer solutions agree reasonably well with the 
debris flows such as those described by Pierson (1982). 
3. The results are subject to refinement as more data for 
debris flows become available. This will be particularly true of 
the means used 'for advancing the debris surge forward in time. 
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Recommendations for further research: 
1. The collection or assemblage of additional debris flow data 
are required to extend verification of the mathematical model and 
the debris flow property relationships it is based on. Also data 
are needed to better understand the d i ss i pat i on of energy at the 
front surge. 
2. Additional work is necessary to establish a relationship 
among the spatial and temporal variations of fluid density and their 
influence on the overall flow behavior. 
3. Further experimental investigations, coupled with analysis, 
need to verify the assumption that the rate of energy loss through 
friction at a given section is the same for unsteady flow as for 
steady nonuniform flow. 
4. Special attention needs to be given to modeling the energy 
relationship at the surge front. 
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LIST OF FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR SOLVING UNSTEADY 




C THIS PROGRAM IS TIlE RESULT OF SEVERAL CHANGES INTRODUCED INTO THE 
C ORIGINAL PROGRAM CALLED STREAM AND IS GOOD IN ORDER TO GET THE STEA-
C DY STATE CONDITION FOR DEBRIS FLOW,BUT ALSO THE OPTION FOR THE IMPLE-
C MENTATION OF THE UNSTEADY STATE CONDITION REMAIN OPEN SO THAT IT CAN 
C BE DONE LATER,THIS IS THE REASON WHEN THE PROGRAM ASK YOU ABOUT TO 
C C!lANGE SOME OF THE VARIABLES, YOU HAVE TO PUT THE VARIABLE IUNSTE 
C EQUAL TO ZERO(O) ,SO THAT THE PROGRAM CAN GIVE TO YOU THE RESULTS 
C UNTIL THE GRADUALLY VARIED FLOW. 
C THIS PROGI~AM IS ONLY GOOD FOR DEBRIS FLOW WITH FREE SURFACE AND LA-
C MINAR FLOW CONDITION THAT MEANS REYNOLDS NUMBER LESS OR EQUAL TO 500. 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------C---------------------------------------------------------------------CltARACTER-6 ANAME(6) ,RW1(2) ,AHELP(5,6) ,PAR 
CHARACTER*12 PARI, UNIT 
INTEGER IVAR(H) 
REAL RVAR(1) 
CO~lMUN 0 J( 10) ,FMI (10) ,REY(40) .B( 40) ,FM( 40) ,CH(40) .SI( 10) .S(40) • 
"'XI (10), YI (10,10) ,QO, TI (lO,10), TT(30,lO) ,X(40) ,AI (lO,lO) ,PI (lO,10) • 






CO"IMON IXI XENO 
REAL FMTl (7) ,FMT2(7),AIARY(6) 
LOGICAL SUOC,SUBCl 
C NAMELIST/SPECIF/ITRAPE,IOYES,ERR,INFLOW.MYSTRT,IUNSTE,LINTER.NCONT 
C ... ,NPR 
CHARACTER*6 NAI4ES(9 )/' ITRAPE' " IOYES' " INFLOW' ,'MYSTRT' " I UNSTE' , 
-' LI NTER' , • NCO NT' , 'NPR' ,'ERR' / 
CHARACTER*6 SPECIF/'SPECIF'/ 
EQUIVALENCE (IOYES,IVAR(2)),(INFLOW,IVAR(3)).(ERR.RVAR(1)) 
* ,( I UNSTE, I VAR(5)) ,( NCONT.I VAR(7)) • 
"'(NPR,IVAR(8)) 




DATA AIlELP/'NO. OF',' SEC. '.'FOR IN' .'PUT OA' .'TA 
··NO. OF' " SEC. ','FOR OU' ,'TPUT 0' .'ATA ' 
*'FLOWRA' ,'TE AT ','BEG. 0' .'F CHAN' .'NELL ' 
··X-DIST',' AT BE' .'G. OF ','GVF-PR' .'OFILE ' 
... ·X=DIST·.' AT EN·.'O OF '.'GVF-PR' .'OFILE '. 
*'nEPTH • 'Y AT • 'XBEGIN' , , , '/ 
WRlTE(JOUT ,5)' , • 
5 FORI4AT(' GIVE ME ES OR SI FOR SYSTEM OF UNITS THAT WILL BE USED.') 
READ ( INPUT ,120) UN IT 













C 98 READ(INPUT,lOO,END=99) NSII,NSO,ITRAPE.IOYES,QO,XBEG,XINC,ERR 





















FORMAT(' 00 YOU WANT A DEFINITION OF NAMELIST OPTIONS IN SPECIF? 
"'Y OR N'.1l 
READ(INPUT .120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ. 'y ') WRITE(IOUT,20) 
FORMAT(' ITRAPE=l IF 0 CHANNEl IS NOT TRAPEZOIDAL AND GOEf4ETRY 
"'AT NSI SECTIONS MUST BE GIVEN' .1,' IOYES=O IF NOT 0 GEOMETRY OF 
*THIS PROBLHt WILL BE TAKEN THE SAME AS PREVIOUS PROBLEM.' ,/ , 
*' ERR=.l ERROR PARAMETER' ,/ .. INFLOW=1 IF GREATER THAN 0 A 
*CHECK WILL BE MADE TO DETERMINE WHETIlER A CONTROL EXISTS IN CHANtlE 
*L OTHER THAN AT SECTION MYSTART'.I" IUNSTE=l IF EQUAL TO 0 ONLY 
*A STEADY STATE SOLUTION WILL BE OOTAINED'.I,' LINTER=1 IF I (,EOME 
*TRY,ETC. AT NSO SECTIONS IS DETERMINED BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION; 
*IF 0 BY QUATRATIC INTERPOLATION' ,I) 
WR ITE ( lOUT ,30) 




FORMAT(' ITRAPE=',14,' IOYES=',I3,' ERR='.FlO.5,' INFLOW=',I3, 
*' MYSTRT=' 13 'IUNSTE=' 13 ' lINTER=' 13 ' NCONT:' 13 • NPR=' 13) 
WRlTE(IOUT:40) • • , , " , 
FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT ANY OF THESE CHANGED? Y OR N' ,I) 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF( PAR • EI}. 'N ') GO TO 60 
WR ITE ( lOUT, 50) 








WRITE (IOUT ,70) 
FORMAT(' GIVE THE INPUT DATA AFTER THE NAME. IF YOU DONOT UNDERST 
*AND NAME WRITE; HELP') 
DO 90 1=1,6 




IF(RWl(l) .EQ.·HElP') GO TO 82 
GO TO 90 
WRITE(IOUT,lOO)ANAME(I).(AHELP(J,I).J=l,5) 
GO TO 80 
READ(RWl,91,ERR=BO) AIARY(I) 
FORMAT(BN,FI2.0) 
FORMAT(' THE VARIABLE I.A6,' IS '.5A6) 
NS II =A IARY (1 ) 
NSO=AIARY(2) 
QO=AIARY(3) 
XB EG=A IARY (4 ) 
XEND=AIARY(5) 
YSTART=AIARY(6 ) 
RW = 1.0 
NSII IS NEG. THEN ELEV OF BOTTOM INSTEAD OF SLOP IS GIVEN 
FORMAT(415,6FI0.5) 
DELX=(XEND-XBEG)/FLOAT(NSO-1) 











DXG=Gl *UEL X 
X"INC2=XINC/2. 
WRITE(IOUT,122) NSO 
122 FOImAT(' PROVIDE OUTPUT STA. NO. WHERE GVF SOl. IS TO BEG.,I.E.' 
*,' lOR' ,I5,n 
READ(INPUT,*) NSTART 
IF(NSTART .EQ. NSO) GO TO 124 
NSINC=1 
NENU=NSO 
GO TO 128 
124 NSINC=-1 
NENU=l 
C NSTART -- SECTIUN WHERE GRADUALLY VARIED PROFILE COMPUTATION IS TO BE 
C NSINC -- +1 IF COMPUTATION PROCEDES FOREARD, -1 IF COMPUTAION PRC. 
C NEND -- F II~AL SEC. OF GRAD. VARIED flOW CO~IP. 
C INFLOW -- 0 IF Q(I) IS GIVEN AT NSO SECTIONS, 1 IF Q(I) IS GIVEN A 
C IF QO =0, THEN Q(l) ARE ACTUAL flOWS AT SECTIONS, IF QO GREATER THAN 
C Q( I) ARE INFLOWS. 
C IF MVSTRT IS GREATER THAN 0 CHECK WILL NOT BE MADE TO DETERMINE IF 
C I UNSTE = 0 IF NOT UNSTEADY SOL. IS SOUGHT. 
C IF LINTER IS GREATER THAN 0 LINEAR INTERPOLATION IS USED BETWEEN 
C READ(INPUT,102) NSTART,NSINC,NEND,INFLOW,YSTART 
C 102 FORMAT(4I5,6FIO.5) 
C READ(INPUT,502) MYSTRT,IUNSTE,LINTER,NCONTT,NPR 
C 502 FORMAT(lOI5) 
IF(IUNSTE.EQ.l) GO TO 129 
128 WRITE(IOUT,130) NSI,NSO,ITRAPE,IOYES,QO,XBEG,XINC,ERR,NSTART, 
*NS HIC, NEND,INFlOW, VSTART ,MYSTRT, I UNSTE,LINTER 
130 FORt~AT(' NSI=',I3' NSO=',13,' ITRAPE=',12,' IOYES=',12,' QO=',Fl5 
*.2,' XBEG=' ,FB.2,r XINC=' ,F8.2,' ERR=' ,F8.5,/' NSTART=' ,12,' NSINC= 
*=' ,12,' NEND=' ,12,' INFLOW=' ,12,' YSTART=' ,F8.3,' MVSTRT=' ,12,' IUN 
*NSTE=',I2,' LIN. INT. =',12) 
129 WRITE(IOUT,13l) NSI,NSO,ITRAPE,IOVES,QO,XBEG,XINC,ERR,NSTART, 
*NSINC,NEND,INFLOW,MYSTRT,IUNSTE,LINTER 
131 FORr1Al(' NSI=' ,13,' NSO=' .13,' ITRAPE=' .12,' 10VES=' ,12,' QO=' .Fl5 
*.2,' XBEG=' ,F8.2,' XINC=',F8.2.' ERR=' ,F8.5,/' NSTART=' ,12.' NSINC= 
*=' ,12,' NEND=' .12,' INFLOW=' ,12,' MYSTRT=' .12.' IUNSTE-=' ,12,' LIN. 
* INT. =' ,12) 
SUBC=. TRUE. 
C READ(INPUT,lOI) FMT2 
135 WRITE(lOUT,140) NSI,NSI 
140 FORMAT(' PROVIDE',15,' X-DIST. FOR'.15.' INPUT STATIONS'.f) 
READ(INPUT,*) (XI(I),I=l,NSI) 
IF(NSII .GT. 0) GO TO 200 
WRITE( IOUT,150) NSI 
15U FORMAT(' PROVIDE BOTTOM ELEVATIONS FOR' ,15.' INPUT STATIOtIS'.f) 
READ ( INPUT. *) (ELEVB( I) .1= I.NSI) 
WRITE(IOUT,160) (ELEVB(I),I=l,NSI) 
160 FORMAT(' £lEV. OF BOTTOM' ,1.IlH .12FlO.2)) 
DO 170 I =2 , NS I 
170 S I ( 1)= (( ELEVB( I -I)-ElEVB( I) I( X I( I)-X I II -1 »)) 
SIAVI=SI(2) 





GO TO 210 
200 WRITE(IOUT ,190) NSI 
190 fORMAT(' PROVIDE BOTTOM SLOPES FOR' ,15.' INPUT STATIONS' ,I) 
READ(INPUT,*) (SI(ll,I=I.NSI) 
210 WRITE(IOUT,220) (XI(I),I=l,NSI) 
220 FORMAT ( 'OPROBLEH SPEC IF ICAT IONS' ,I,' X'. 1l2FlO.l,F9.1 » 
WRITE(IOUT,230) (SI(I).I=l,NSI) 
230 fORMAT(' S' .(l2FlO.5.F9.5)) 
MSO=NSI 
IF(INFLOW .EQ. 0) MSO=NSO 
WR ITE ( lOUT ,240) 
240 fORMAT(' IS THERE LATERAL INflOW? Y OR N' ,f) 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ. 'y ') GO TO 2bO 
DO 250 l=l,MSO 
250 Q( 1)=0. 
GO TO 265 
260 WRITE(IOUT,262) MSO 
262 fORMAT(' PROVIDE' .15.' VALUES OF LATERAL INflOW. IF QO=O THESE 
*ARE ACTUAL flOWS.' ,f) 
READ(INPUT.*) (Q(I).I=l,MSD) 
265 WR ITE (lOUT ,270) (Q( I) .1=l,MSO) 
270 fORMAT(' SQ' .(l2FlO.3,F9.3)) 
IF(QO .IT. 1.E-5) GO TO 290 
Q(I)=QO 
DO 280 I =2 ,MSO 
280 Q(I)=Q(I-l)+Q(I) 
C 25 READ(INPUT,lOl) FMTI 
290 IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 340 
WRITE(IOUT,300)NSI,NSI 
300 FORMAT(' PROVIDE' ,IS.' BOTTOM WIDTHS, THEN' ,15,' SIDE SLOPES'.f) 
READ( INPUT ,*) (BI/I) ,1=l.NSI) ,( FMI (I) ,I=l,NSI) 
WRITE(IOUT,310) (BI(I),I=l,NSI) 
310 FORMAT(' B' ,/12FlO.3,F9.3)) 
WRITE(IOUT,320) (fMI(I).I=I,NSI) 
320 fORMAT(' M' ,02FlO.3 )) 
C WRITE(IOUT,330) (FNI(I).I=l,NSI) 
C 330 FORMAT('N' ,/12FI0.3,F9.3») 
WRITE (lOUT ,334) 
334 FORr~AT(' HAVE YOU MADE ANY tHSTAKES? Y OR N',1) 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ.'N ') GO TO 450 
WR I TE ( lOUT, 336 ) 
336 FORMAT(' 00 YOU WANT TO START AGAIN AT THE BEGINNING OR 
*JUST WITH CHANNEL DATA? TYPE BEGIN. OR CHANNEL' ,I) 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ. 'CHANNE') GO TO 135 
GO TO 25 
340 IF(NSII .LT. 0) GO TO 360 
WR ITE ( lOUT ,350) 
350 fORMAT(' PROVI DE FORI4AT AND THEN CROSS-SECTlON DATA' ,Il 
READ ( INPUT .120) FMTl 
READ(INPUT ,FMTl) NP.(( VI( I ,J) ,.)=1 ,NP) .1=1, NS I) , 
*( (AI( I ,J) .J = I.NP) • 1= 1. NSI) • ( (pI( I ,J) .J= I.NP) • I = I, NS I) ,( 1lI( I ,J) ,J = 
*I,NP),I=l.NSI) 
GO TO 380 
C 360 READ(INPUT,FMTl) (FNI(I).I=l,NSI) 
360 READ(INPUT,*) NP 
DO 370 I=l,NSI 
READ(INPUT,FMTl) (YI(I,J),J=I,NP) 
READ(INPUT,FMTl) (AI(I,J) ,J=l,NP) 
READ(INPUT,FMTl) (PI(I,J).J=I,NP) 
370 READ( INPUT ,FMTl) (TI (I.J) ,J=I,NP) 
380 DO 430 l=l,NSI 
WRITE(IOUT.39O) XI(I),Q(I) 




WR ITE( lOUT ,400) (VI ( I,J ),J=l,NP) 
400 FURMAT(' y' ,tl2FIO.3,F9.3)) 
WR ITE( lOUT ,410) (AI( I,J) ,J=I,NP) 
410 FORMAT(' A',(12FlO.2,F9.2)) 
WR ITE (lOUT ,420) (PI (I ,J) ,J=l,NP) 
420 FORt1AT(' p' ,(12FlO.2,F9.2)) 
430 WRITE(IOUT,440) (Tl(I,J),J=I,NP) 
440 FORMAT(' T' ,112FIO.2,F9.2)) 
450 WRITE(6,*) 'WHERE SHOULD THE OUTPUT G01 GIVE 1) TTY IF TERM ONLY; 
* 2) FILE NAME; OR 3) BOTH ' 
REAO(5,452) PARI 
452 FORMAT(AI2) 
IF(PARI.EQ.'TTY') GO TO 455 
IF(PARl.NL'BOTH') GO TO 453 
WRITE(6,*)' RESULTS WILL APPEAR ON TERM. AND ON FILE. GIVE FILE' 
REAO(5,452) PARI 
IOUT=4 
GO TO 454 
453 IOUT=3 
454 OPEN(UNIT=IOUT ,FILE=PARl,STATUS='NEW') 




IF(LINTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 530 
ON 1 = X I (J 2 ) - X I ( II ) 
DO 520 1=I,NSO 
X( I )=XBEG+XINC*FLOAT(I-I) 




GO TO 470 
4HO FACl=(X(I)-XI(II))/ONI 
IF( ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 490 
B( I )=Bl/ I I)+FACI*( BI(l2)-BI(l1)) 
Ft1 ( I ) = FM I ( II ) + F AC I * ( FM I ( 12 ) - FM I ( 11 ) ) 
GO TO 510 
490 DO 500 J = 1 ,NP 
A( I ,J )=A I ( Il,J )+F AC 1 *( AI (I 2 ,J )-A I( Il,J» 
TT( I,J )=Tl (I I,J )+FACI *01 (l2,J )-TI (Il,J) 
YT ( I ,J)= Y I ( I I, J )+ F AC 1 * ( Y I ( 12, J ) - Y I ( II, J ) ) 
500 P(I,J)=PI(Il,J)tFACl*(PI(J2,J)-PI(Il,J)) 
510 S(I)=51(Il)+FACI*(SI(I2)-SI(I1l) 
I F( I NFLUW • GT. 0 I AA( Il=Q (11 )+FACI *(Q(l2 )-Q( 11 )) 
IF(NSII.LT.0)ELR(I)=ELEVO(II)+FACI*(ELEVB(I2)-ELEVO(11)) 
C 520 FN( I )=FNI (ll )+FACl*(FNI (12 )-FNJ( Il)) 
520 CONT INllE 
GO TO 66U 
53U DO 600 1=I,N50 
X(I)=XBEG+XINC*FLOAT(I-l) 
If(1 .EQ. 1) GO TO 550 





ON2 = ( X I (I2 ) - X I ( 11 ) ) * ( X I 02 ) - X I (I3 ) ) 
ON3=(XI(13)-XI(11))*(XI(13)-XI(12)) 




IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 570 
B(I)=FACl*BI(III+FAC2*BI(12)+FAC3*BI(13) 
FM(I )=F ACI * FMI( Il )+FAC2*FMI (12 )+F AC3*FMJ( 13) 
GO TO 590 




580 P ( I ,J )=FACI *PI( Il,J )+F AC2*PI (12 ,J )+F AC3*PI (I 3,J ) 
590 S (I )=FAC I *S I( 11 )+F AC2*S I( 12 )+F AC3*S I (J 3) 
IF(NSII.LT.0)ELB(I)=FACl*ELEVB(II)+FAC2*ELEVB(12)+FAC3*ELEVU(13) 
IF(INFLOW .GT. 0) AA(I)=FAC1*Q(II)+FAC2*Q(12)+FAC3*Q(13) 
C600 FN(I)=FAC1*FNI(ll)+FAC2*FNI(12)+FAC3*FNI(13) 
600 CONT INUE 
GO TO 660 
610 DO 650 1=I,NSO 
X(I)=XBEG+XINC*FLOAT(I-l) 
IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 620 
B(J )=BI (I) 
FM( I )=FM II J.) 
C' GO TO 640 
620 DO 630 J=l,NP 
AlI ,J ) =AI ( I,J ) 
TT(J ,J )=TI (J ,J) 
YT( I,J)=VI( I,J) 
630 P(I,J)=PI(I,J) 
C640 FN(I)=FNI(I) 
650 SO )=S 1 (I ) 
660 WRITE(IOUT,9) UNIT 
9 FORMATIII,30X,A2,' UNITS' ,II) 
WR ITE ( 10 UT ,700) (X ( I) ,I = I, NSO) 
IF(INFLOW .EQ. 0) GO TO 680 
DO 670 1=I,NSO 
670 Q(I)=AA(I) 
680 WRITE(JOUT,690) IQII)II=l,NSO) 
690 FORMAT('O DISCHARGE ALONG CHANNEL' ,I,(1H ,12F10.2)) 
700 FORt1AT{' OSECTIONS ALONG CHANNEL' ,I ,I1H ,12FlO.1)) 
IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 730 
WRITE (lOUT, 710) (B( 1),1=I,NSO) 
710 FORMAT( '0 BOTTOM WIDTHS' ,1,1 IH ,12F10.3)) 
WRITE I lOUT, 720) I FM( I) 11=1, NSO) 
720 FORMAT('O SLOPES OF SIDE OF CHANNEL' ,I,IlH ,12FI0.3)) 
C GO TO 770 
GO TO 785 
730 WRITE(IOUT,740) 
740 FORt1AT( '0 CROSS-SECTlotIAL AREAS AND WETTED PER IMETERS OF CtiANNH') 
DO 750 1=I,NSO 
750 WRITE(IOUT,760) (YT(I,J),A(I,J),P(I,J),J=I,NP) 
760 FORMAT(IH ,5(3F8.3,lX») 
C770 WRITE(IOUT,780) (FN(Il,I=I,NSO) 
C780 FORMAT('O MANNINGS N FOR SECTIONS OF CHANNEl',I,(lH,6F10.3)) 
785 WRITE(IOUT,790) (S(I),I=I,NSO) 
790 FORMAT('O SLOPE OF CHANNEL BOTT(}t AT SECTIONS',I,(lH ,12FI0.5)) 
IF(IOUT.NE.4) GO TO 791 
WR ITE ( 6,9) UN IT 
WRITE(6,700) IX(I),I=I,NSO) 
WRITE(6,690) (Q(I),I=I,NSO) 
IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 731 
WRITE(6,710) (B(I),I=l,NSO) 
WRITE(6,720) (FM(I)II=I I NSO) 
,:, I TO 786 
731 ~H)TE(6,740) 




751 WRITE(6,760) (YT(I,J),A(I,J),P(I,J),JDl,NP) 
786 WH ITE I 6 ,790 ) ISO), I = I. NSO ) 
791 CONT INUE 
C SOlUT ION OF CRITICAL DEPTH AND CRITICAL SLOPE 
IF(NSII.lT.0)WRITEIIOUT,800)(ELB(I),I~l,NSO) 
800 FOIWAT(' £lEV. OF CHANNEL BOTTOM' .1.I1H ,12FlO.2)) 
If( ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 840 
YO=((Qll)/Bll))--lIGI)-*0.3333333 









TR=B( I )+FM2*YO 
F=QG2*TR-AR*A2 




IF( ASS(DIF) .GT •• 0001 .AND. NCT .LT. 10) GO TO 810 
I F( NCT • E Q. 10) WR ITE ( 10 UT , 820) NC T • I • D IF. YO 




VI( I )=Q( Il/AR 
OEVI=3.*WPR*C02/AR 
REY(I)=Q(I)*OEVI/WPR 
CHII )= I 1.85*REY/I )** .5166) IISQRT/COl)) 
QC2=QG2*GI/(CH(I)*CHII)) 
C830 SC(I)=QC2*FN(1 )·*2*(B(I)+2.*YO*SQRTIFM(I)**2+1.))**1.3333333/11 
C *B(I)+FM(I)*YO)*YO)**3.3333333 
830 SCI I )=QC2*WPIUI A2*AR) 




YO=I (QCI )/1 .7*P (1,1)) )**2/Gl )** .33333 






85U IF(LINTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 880 
00 860 JJ=2,NP 
J=JJ 
IFIYTII ,J) .GE. YO) GO TO 870 
860 CONT INUE 
870 FACT=(YO-YT/I ,J-l) )/(YTII ,J)-YTII ,J-l)) 
AA( I )=A( I,J-I )+FACT*I A( I,J )-A( I.J-I)) 
TH=TTI I ,J-l )+F AC T*( TT(I ,J)-TTO ,J-l )) 
Il=J 
Il=J-l 
GO TO 890 









IFIYO .IT. 0.) YO=.3*IQII)**.4) 
NCT=NCT+l 
IFI ABS(DIF) .G1. .001 .AND. NCT .LT. 10) GO TO 850 
IFINCT .EQ. 10) WRITE(IOUT,820) NCT,I,OIF,YO 









910 WRITEIIOUT,9l0) (YCII),I=I,NSO) 
920 FORMAT I '0 CRITICAL DEPTHS AT SECTIONS' ,I,IIH ,12FI0.4)) 
WRITE (lOUT, 930) (SCI I ) ,1=1, NSO) 
930 FORMATI '0 CRITICAL SLOPES AT SECTIONS',/ ,IlH .12F10.6)) 
WRITEIIOUT.940) lAAII).I=I.NSO) 
940 FORMATI'O AREAS CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL OEPTH',/,IIH ,12F10.l)) 
WRITEIIOUT,950) (V1I1),I"I,NSO) 
950 FORMAT( '0 VELOCITIES CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL DEPTH' ,1,1 IH , 
*12FIO.3)) 
WRlTEIIOUT,955) IREY(I),I=I,NSO) 
955 FORMAT( '0 REYNOLD"S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL OEPTH' .1,11 
*H • IlF 10 • l ) ) 
WRITEIIOUT,956) ICHII),I"l,NSO) 
956 FORMAT( '0 CHEZY"S NUMBERS CORRESPONOING TO CRITICAL DEPTH' ,I,I1H, 
*12F10.2)) 








C SOLUTION OF NORMAL OEPTH BASEO ON CHElY EQUATION 
IF( ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 1010 
00 1000 I "I, NSO 
YO"SQRT(QII)/IIO.*SII)*BII))) 
IF/SII) .GT. I.E-Il) GO TO 960 
YN (1)=0. 
GO TO 1000 
960 IF(Q( I) .GT •• 01) GO TO 970 
YNII )=0. 
AAII)=.OOI 
GO TO 1000 
970 FM2=l • * FMI I ) 


























IF( ABS(OIF) .GT. .0001 .AND. NCT .LT. 15) GO TO 980 
IF(NCT .GE. 15) WRITE(IOUT,990) I,DIF,YO 
IF(IOUT.EQ.4.AtlD.NCT.GLI5) WRITE(6,990) I,DIF,YO 
990 FORMAT(' FAILEO TO CONVERGE FOR SECTION,' .15.' OIF=' .EI0.4.' YO=' 
* ,flO. 3) 
YN( 1 )=YO 
AAI 1 )=AR 









00 lila 1=I,NSO 
YO=SQRT(Q( 1)1( 10.*S( I)*B( I») 
IF(SII) .GT. I.E-12) GO TO 1020 
YN(I)=O. 
GO TO 1110 
1010 IF(QI I) .GT. .01) GO TO 1030 
YNII )=0. 
GO TO 1110 
CI030 QCN=FN(I)*Q(I)/1.49 
1030 QG2=QII)**2 
IF( S( I) .GT. 0.) GO TO 1040 
YN(I )=.001 








1050 IF(L1NTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 1080 
00 1060 KJ=2,NP 
J=KJ 
IF(YT(I,J) .GE. YO) GO TO 1070 
1060 CONT INUE 
1070 F AC T= (YO-YT (I ,J-1 )) I( YTO ,J )-YTO .J-I) 
AR=A( I,J-l )+FACT*( A( 1 ,J )-A( I,J-l» 




GO 10 1090 

















IF( ABS(OIF) .GT •• 001 .ANO. NCT .LT. 10) GO TO 1050 
IF(NCT .EQ. 10) WRITE(IOUT,990) I,DIF,YO 






1120 WRITE(IOUT,1130) (YN(I).I=l,NSO) 
1130 FORMAT('O NORMAL DEPTHS AT SECTIONS'.I.(IH ,12FlO.3» 
WRITE (lOUT, 1140) (AA( Il ,1=1. NSO) 
1140 FORMAT( '0 AREAS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS' ,1.(1H ,12FIO.3» 
WRITE(IOUT.1150) (Vl(I),I=I,NSO) 
1150 FORMAT( 'OVELOCITIES CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS' ,/ ,OH .12FlO.3 
*) ) 
WRITE(IOUT.1155) (REY(I),I=l,NSO) 
1155 FORMAT ( '0 REYNOLOS"S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS' ,1,11 
*H , 12F 10 • 2 ) ) 
WRITE(IOUT.1157) (CH(I).I=I,NSO) 
1157 FORMAT( '0 CHElY"S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS' .1,( IH, 
*12FlO.2)) 






1158 CONT INUE 
IF(IUNSTE.EQ.O) GO TO 1161 . 
WRITE(6,*)' SHOULD STARTING DEBRIS FLOW DEPTHS BE ASSUMEO NORMAL? 
*(OTHERWISE A VARIED FLOW SOL. WILL BE OBTAINED.) (y OR N)' 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ. 'N ') GO TO 1172 
00 1171 1=I,NSO 
TOP(I)=B(I)+2.*FM(I)*YN(I) 
PP(I)=B(I)+2.*SQRT(FM(I)**2+1.)*YN(I) 
1171 Y (I ) = YN II ) 
GO TO 1320 
1172 WRITE(6,*)' DO YOU WANT TO SPECIFY A VALUE FOR YSTART? Y OR N ' 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR.EQ.'N ') GO TO 1159 
WRITE(6,1162) YC(NSTART),YN(NSTART) 
1162 FORI4AT(' THE VALUE OF YSTART MUST BE IN BETWEEN' ,F6.2,5X,'AND' ,5X 
* ,F6.2) 
READ(INPUT,*) YSTART 
GO TO 1161 
1159 YSTART=YC(NSTART) + O.I*(YN(NSTART)-YC(NSTART» 
1161 [i j 1170 I=I.NSO 




IF(SC(I) .LT. 5(1)) SUBC1=.fALSE. 
IF( SUBCl ) GO TO 1170 
WRITE (I OUT ,1160) I 
IF(IOUT.EQ.4) WRITE(6,l160) I 
1160 FORMAT('THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES DEBRIS flOW IN NATURAL CHANNELS IN 
*WHICH FLOW MUST BE SUB OR CRITICAL CHECK SECTION' ,12) 
1170 CONTINUE -




DO 1180 1=2,NSO 
IM=I -1 
ElEV=ElEV-X INC2*( S( I )-S( 1M)) 
EL=ELEV+Y(I)+Vl(I)**2/64.4 
IF(EL .LT. ELI) GO TO 1180 
II =1 
Enl=EL 
1180 Ell =El 
IF(ITRAPE) 1200,1200,1190 
1190 AR=(B(NSTAHT)+YSTART*FM(NSTART))*YSTART 
GO TO 1240 




IF(YT(K,J) .GE. YSTART) GO TO 1220 
1210 CONTINUE 
1220 FACT=(YSIARI-YT(K,J-l))/(YT(K,J)-YT(K,J-l)) 
AR=A(K ,J -1 )+F ACT*( A(K ,J) -A(K ,J -1)) 
AA(K)=AR 
GOTO 1240 
1230 CALL AREAP(NSTART,YSTART) 
AR=AA(NSTART) 
1240 ElEl=O. 
IF(NSTART .EQ. NSO) ElEl=ELEV 
EL1=ELE1+YSTART+(Q/NSTART)/AR)**2/64.4 
IF(ELI .GT. ELM) GO TO 1270 
YNMAX=YN(II)+.005 
WRITE/IOUT,1250) II,YNMAX,YSTART,ELM 
IF( IOU1.EQ.4) WR ITE (6,1250) II, YNMAX, YSTART ,EUI 
1250 FORMAT{' YSTART IS IIOT LARGE ENOUGH TO ACT AS A CONTROL -- COtHROL 
* IS AT SECTION' ,13,3FIO.3) 
















CALL VAR lED 
1270 IF(YSTART .LT. I.E-4) YSTART=YN(NSTART)+1.E-3 
Y(NSTART)=YSTART 
IF(YSTART .GT. YC(NSTART)) GO TO 1280 
MCURVE=3 
GO TO 1300 
1280 IF(YSTART .GT. YN(NSTART)) GO TO 1290 
MCURVE=2 
GO TO 1300 
1290 MCURVE=1 
1300 CALL VARIED 
IF(IUNSTE .EQ. 0) GO TO 1350 
IF(ITRAPE .GT. 0) GO TO 1320 
WRITE(IOUT,1310) 
IF( lOUT .EQ.4) WRITE(6,1310) 
1310 FORMAT(' UNSTEADY SOLUTION SUBROUTINE HAS UEEN WRITTEN TO ACCON'.,OO 
*ATE ONLY TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS - tl) UNSTEADY SOL. IS THlREFORE POSS 
*IBLE' ) 
GO TO 1350 
1320 WRITE(IOUT,1330) 
IF( IOUT.EQ.4) WRITE(6,1330) 
1330 FORIMT{ '0 UNSTEADY SOLUTION BEGINS') 
CALL TRANST 
GO TO 1350 
1340 STOP 
1350 WRITE/6,1360) 
1360 FORMAT('ODO YOU WANT TO SOLVE ANOTHER PROBLEM? Y OR N' ,II 
READ(INPUT,120) PAR 
IF(PAR .EQ.'N ') STOP 
IOUT=6 





SUUROUTINE NAI1HI (NAME,NAMES, IVAR,RVAR,NINT ,NREAL.NTOT) 
COt+lON III (to) ,FMI (10) ,REY (40) ,B(40) ,FM(40) ,CH (40) ,SI (10) ,S(40) , 
"X I (l U) ,YI (l 0,10) ,QO, TI (10,10), TT(30,lO) ,X(40) ,AI (10,10) ,PI (10,10), 
"A/30,lO) ,P(30,10), YC(40) ,SC(40), YN(40). YT(30,10) ,Y(40) ,AA(40) ,Q(40 
.) ,PP(40) ,TOP(40) ,V1(40) ,FAC1,fAC2,fAC3,XINC,XBEG,ERR,QC2,QG2,OELX, 
"OEL2,DEL32,RDX4,RDX3,OXG,NSO,ITRAPE,NP,NSTART,NSINC,NENO,MCURVE, 
"I I, 12, 13,~ICT ,MYSTRT ,IVARR,ELEVB( 10) ,NSI I ,LlNTER,NCONTT ,ELB( 40) ,NPR 
• ,INPUT, JOUT ,G I,G2 ,COl,C02, RW 





































THE ARGU~IENTS IN THE SUBROUTINE HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS: 
1. NAME is the name of the NAMELIST. 
2. NAl1ES is an array NTOT long that contains the names of the 
NJV.IELIST variables. These variables must be arranged with INTEGERS 
first and REALS tht:!reafter. The number of integer variables = NINT. 
The number of real variables = NREAL 
3. IVAR is an integer array that wll I conta in the integer 
variables in the NAMELIST in the order in which they are given in NAMES. 
4. RVAR is a real array that will contain the real variables in the 
order in which they are given in NAMES after the last integer variable. 1.e. 
the first redl variable will be placed in RVAR(I) and the last in 
RVAR(NTOT-NINT) • 
5. NINT = number of integer variables in NAMELIST. 
6. NREAL = nllnber of real vari ables in NAME LIST (1i sted a fter the integers) 
7. NTOT= total nlillber of variabl es in NAMELlST, i.e. NTOT=N INT+NREAL. 
IN THE CALLING PROGRAM THE FOLLWOING NEEDS TO BE DONE: 
1. Replace the NN-IELIST declaration (NN-IHIST/SPECIFI list) with 
a CHARACTER declaration statement that places the NAMELIST variables 
in the array NN-IES. For example: 
CHARACTER*6 tIAMES(4 )I'NUNIT'. NFlOW' ,'PEAKF' ,'VISC' I 
2.lnclude the NN-IELIST NN-IE in a CHARACTER declaracter and g1ve it 
the ntlllles ot the NAMELIST variables, i.e. 
CIIAIlACTER·6 NAME/'SPECIF'I 
3. Add an I:.QUIVALENCE statement that equivalences each integer variable 
in the NN-IlL 1ST to the postions in the integer array IVAR 1n the 
same order as they appear 1n the NAMES I ist. Al so equival ence each real 
variable to the real array RVAR in the same order as they appear 
in NAMES after the integer variables. 
4. Provide values to NINT,NREAL and NTOT. 1.e. 
OATA NINT,NRfAL,NTOT/2,2,41 
5. Repl ace the NN-IHIST READ i.e. READ(5,SPECIF) with 




INTEGER IVAR(N INT) 





5 READ(INPUT,lO,ENO=99) CARD 
10 FORMAT( ABO) 
1=1 
J=O 
IF(IIA .GT. 0) GO TO 40 
15 I F( CARD ( I: I) • NE. ' ') GO TO 20 
1=1+1 
IF( I .L1. 81) GO TO 15 
GO TO 5 
20 IF( CARD(I: Il .EQ. '$' .OR. CARDO: I) .EQ. '&') GO TO 30 
WR IlE ( lOUT ,22) 






IF(CARD(J:J) .EQ. I ') GO TO 34 
IF ( J .L T. JJ) GO TO 32 
WRITE(IOUT,33) CARD 
33 FORMAT(' YOU MUST LEAVE A BLANK AFTER NAMELIST NAME. YOU GAVE' 
* ,I ,ABO) 
34 J=J-l 
IF(CARO(I:J) .EQ. NAME) GO TO 40 
WR IlE ( lOUT ,35) NN-IE, CARD II:J ) 




IF(J .GT. 79) GO TO 5 
IF( CARDI • NE. '$' .AND. CARDI • NE. ' &') GO TO 42 
I=J 
GO TO 310 




IF( I .G1. JJ) GO TO 410 
IF(I .GT.79) GO TO 5 
CARDl=CARD( I: I) 
IF(CARDI .EQ. '$' .OR. CARDI .EQ. '&') GO TO 310 
IF(CARDI .NE. '=' .AND. CARDI .NE. ' ') GO TO 50 
1=1 -1 
PAR=CARD(J: I) 
DO 60 K=I,NTOT 
IF(NAMES(K) .EQ. PAR) GO TO 80 
60 CONT INUE 
WRITE(IOUT ,70) PAR 




82 IF( CARD (I : Il .NE. ' , .AND. CARDO: Il .NE. '=') GO TO 86 
1=1 +l 
GO TO 82 
86 J=I 
IF(J .GT. 79) GO TO 5 
90 J=J+l 
I F ( J • GT. 80) GO TO 100 
CAROl=CARD(J:J) 
IF(CARDI .EQ. ' , .OR. CAROl .EQ.',') GO TO 100 
GO TO 90 
100IJ=J-I 
ENCODE (12,110, FMTl I, IJ 
110 FORMAT('(T',I2,',F',I2,'.0) ') 
DECODE(J,HIT,CARD) FVALUE 
If(KK .G1. NINT) GO TO 120 
IVAR(KK )=FVALUE 
GO TO 300 
120 Il=KK-NINT 
RVAR( II )=FVALUE 
300 I1A=l 
I r (~ (;1. 79) GO TO 5 




310 IFfCAlW(I:I+3).EQ.'SEND' .OR. CARD(I:1+3) .EQ.IUND') RETURN 
WR ITE ( lOUT, 320) NAME ,CARD ( I: 1+3) 
320 fORIMTOX,A6,' LIST MUST END WITH A SEND OR &END. YOU ENDED WITH 




330 fORMAT(' NO $ENO OR &END FOUND -- STOpl) 
STOP 
410 WRITE(IOUT,420) CARO(J:J) ,CARD 














COMMml B II 10) ,fMI(lO) .REY(40) .B(40) .fM(40) .CH(40) .51(10) ,5(40), 
.XI (10), YI (10,10) ,QO, 11 (lO,lO). TT(30,lO) .X(40) .AI (10,10) ,PI (10,10) , 





CO~1t'ION C(80,6) ,V(OO) 
K4=5 
DO 100 K=I,2 
KP=K +1 
Kl=K4-K 
DO 90 I =KI,N 
IM"I -1 
fAC=C( I,K)/C( IM,KP) 
M=5 
DO 80 J =KP ,M 
C( I,J )=C( I,J )-fAC*C( IM,J+ll 






I I =NN 






I I =Il-I 
V( I )=(vlI )-C( 1,4)·V(IP)-C( 1.5)·VIIE»)/C( I .3) 
V(IM)=(V(IM)-C(IM,4)*V(I)-C(IM.5)·V(IP)-C(IM.6)*V(IE»IC(IM.3) 
QIl I )=VII) 
Y(Il)=V(IM) 
IF(IM .GT. MI) GO TO 150 
IF(MI .EQ. 1) RETURN 
V(2)=(V(2)-C(2,4)*V(3)-C(2,5)·V(4»/C(2,3) 
IF(MII .G1. 1) GO TO 160 






COMMON BIIlO) ,fMIIIO) .REY(40) ,B(40) .fM(40) ,CH(40) .51(10) .S(40). 
·XI (10), YI (10,10) ,QO, TI (10.10), TT(30.1O) .X(40) ,AI (10,10) .PI (10,10) , 














IF( YO .GT. I.E-6) GO TO 10 
AA(I)=.OOI 
GO TO 50 





GO TO 10 





GO TO 20 
If(MCT .EQ. 0) GO TO 40 
ONI = ( YT ( I, I I ) - YT ( I, 12) ) * ( YT ( I,ll ) - YT ( I, 13) ) 
ON2=(YTII, 12 )-YTII ,11) )*( yT( I, 12)-YT(J, 1.]» 
ON3= ( YT ( I, 13) - YT ( I. I I ) ) * ( YT ( I, 13 ) - YT ( I, 12) ) 
MCT=O 
FACI=(YO-YT(I,I2»*(YO-YT(I.I3»/ONI 
F AC 2 = ( YO - YT ( I , I 1 ) ) * ( YO - YT ( I , 13 ) ) ION 2 
FAC3=(YO-YT(I,ll))*(YO-YT(I,I2))/DN3 
AAII )=FACI*A( I,ll )+fAC2*A( I ,I2)+FAC3*A( 1 ,13) 
RETURN 
END 
SUB ROUT INE VARIED 
COMMON BIIIO) ,FMI(IO) ,REY(40) ,8(40) ,HH40) ,CH(40) ,SI(IO) ,S(40), 
*XI (10) ,VI (10,10) ,QO, TI (10,10), TT(30,lO) ,X(40) ,AI (10,10), PI (10,10) , 
*A( 3D, 10) ,P(30, 10). YC( 40) .SC(40), YN(40), YT(30,lO), Y(40) ,AA( 40) ,Q(40 

















IF(YN(J) .G1. I.E-4) GO TO 20 
If( ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 30 
AA( J )= (B( J )+fM(J )*y (J ))*y (J ) 
PP (J )=B(J )+2. *y (J )*SQRT( FM(J )*fM(J )+ I.) 
TOP(J )=B( J )+2. *y (J )*fM(J ) 
GO TO 70 
IF(LINTER .EQ. 0) GOTO 60 
DO 40 KK=2,NP 
K=KK 
If(YT(J,K) .GEe Y(J)) GO TO 50 





AA(J )=A{J,K-l )+FACT*( A(J.K)-A(J.K-l)) 
PP(J)=P(J,K-l)+FACT*(P(J.K)-P(J.K-l)) 
TOP(J)=TT(J,K-l)+FACT*(TT(J.K)-TT(J.K-l)) 
GO TO 70 
60 CALL AREAP(J,Y(J» 
PP (J )=F AC 1 *p (J , II )+FAC2*P (J. I2)+F AC3*P (J • 13) 
70 XEN=X(J+NSINC) 
CALL DVERK ( N,DYX.Xl.YY.XEN.ERRl.IND.C.NW.W.IER 
WRITE(6,*) J,Xl,YY 
IF(IND .LT. 0) GO T0650 
IF( IER .GT. 12U .Alm. IER .IT. 133) GO TO 650 
J=J+NSINC 
Y (J )=YY 
IF(MCURVE-2) 120,220.240 
120 IF(Y(J) .GT. 1.02*YN(J)) GO TO 290 
I F( MClJRVE. EQ.l • AND.J IJ 1. EQ.O )WRITE (lOUT .130)NSTART.J. Y(J) 
IF(MCURVl.EQ.l.AND.JIJI.EQ.0.AND.IOUT.EQ.4)WRITE(6.130)NSTART.J.Y( 
*J) 
130 FORMAT(' Ml - CURVE BEGAN AT SECTION' .15.' AND ENDED AT SECTION'. 
*15,' WITH Y =' .FlO.3) 
J I J 1 =J I J 1 + 1 
IF(NCONTT .EQ. 0) GO TO 290 
J=J -NS INC 
140 J=J+NS INC 
Y(J)=YN(J) 
IF( ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 150 
AA(J )=( U(J )+FM(J)*Y(J )*Y(J) 
PP(J)=U(J)+2.*Y(J)*SQRT(FM(J)*FM(J)+1.) 
TOP (J )=B(J )+2. *y (J)* FM(J) 
GO TO 190 
150 IF(L1NTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 180 
00 160 KK=2.NP 
K=KK 
IF(YT(J,K) .GE. Y(J») GO TO 170 
160 CONT INLIE 
DO FACT=(Y(J )-YT(J ,K-l ))/(YT(J .K)-YT(J .K-l)) 
AA(J )=A(J,K-l )+FACT*( A(J.K)-A(J.K-l» 
PP (J )=P (J ,K-I )+F AC 1 *( P (J • K )-P (J ,K-l )) 
TOP(J)=TT(J,K-l)+FACT*(TT(J.K)-TT(J.K-l) 
GO TO 190 
180 CALL AREAP(J,Y(J») 
PP (J )=F AC I*P (J , 11 )+FAC2*P (J • I2)+FAC3*P (J. 13) 
TOP(J)=FACl*TT(J,ll)+FAC2*TT(J,12)+FAC3*TT(J.I3) 
19U IF(NSINC) 200,590,210 
200 IF(J .GT. NEND) GO TO 140 
GO TO 370 
210 IF(J.LT. NEND) GO TO 140 
GO TO 370 
220 IF(Y(J) .G1. YC(J)+.05*(YN(J)-YC(J))) GO TO 290 
WR ITE( lOUT ,230) J, Y (J ) 
IF(IOU1.EQ.4) WHIrE(6.230) J.Y(J) 
230 FORMAT(' CONTROL AT SECTION' .15.' CAUSING CRITICAL DEPTH' .FlO.3. 
*'. EXAMINE RESULTS TO DETERMINE ITS NATURE.') 
WRITE (lOUT ,380) (Y( I) .I=NSTART.J) 
IF( IOU1.EQ.4) WRITE (6 .380) (YII ),I=NSTART .J) 





























AR=8(J) *YCONJ+FM(J) *Y2 
FAC=.5*B(J)+FM(J)*YCONJ/3. 
F=QG2/AR+FAC*Y2-FFM 




IF( AUS(OIF) .GT •• 0001 .AND. NCT .l1. 7) GO TO 250 
IF(NCT .EQ. 7) WRITE(IOUT.260) J,DIF.YCONJ 
FORMAT(' DID NOT CONVERGE IN DETERMINING CONJUGATE IJEPTH AT SECTIO 
*N' .15,2£12.5) 
IF(NCT.EQ.7.AND.IOUT.EQ.4) WRITE(6.260) J,DIF,YCONJ 
YT (J.3 )=YCONJ 
IF(Y(J) .LT. YCONJ) GO TO 290 
WRITE( IOUT.270) (YTII,3) ,I=NSTART.J) 
IF(IOU1.EQ.4) WRITE(6.270) (YTII.3).I=NSTART.J) 
FORMAT (' CONJUGATE DEPTHS TO NORMAL DEPTHS' I. (IH ,12FlO.3») 
WRITE( lOUT .280) J. YCONJ • YN(J) 
IF( lOUT .EQ.4) WR ITE( 6 ,280) J, YCONJ, YN (J) 
FORI1AT(' A HYDRAULIC JUMP OCCURS BEFORE SECTION' .15,' TAKING DEPT 
*H FROM' .FlO.3" TO NORMAL DEPTH' .FlO.]) 
MCURVE=O 
DY (J )=0. 
Y(J )=YN(J) 
IF(ITRAPE .EQ. 0) GO TO 300 
AA(J )=( B(J )+FM(J) *y (J) *y (J ) 
PP(J)=B(J)+2.*Y(J)*SQRT(FM(J)*FM(J)+I.) 
TOP (J )=B(J )+2. *y (J )*FM(J) 
GO TO 340 
IF(LINTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 330 
00 310 KK=2.NP 
K=KK 
IF(YT(J.K) .GE. Y(J)) GO TO 320 
CONTINUE 
FACT=(Y(J)-YT(J.K-l))/(YT(J,K)-YT(J,K-l)) 





PP(J )=FACl*P(J. 11 )+FAC2*P(J, I2)+FAC3*P(J ,13) 
TOP(J)=FACl*TT(J,Il)+FAC2*TT(J.I2)+FAC3*TT(J,I3) 
IF(NSINC) 350.590.360 
IF(J .G1. NEND) GO TO 70 
GO TO 370 
IF(J .L1. NENO) GO TO 70 
IF(IVARR .GT. 0) RETURN 
WRlTE(IOUT.100) (Y(I).I=l.NSO) 
IF(NPR.GT.0.OR.NSII.GT.0)WRITE(IOUT,380) (Y(I).I=I,NSO) 
FORMAT(' DEPTHS OF FLOW AT SECTIONS' ,I ,(IH ,12FIO.3» 
WR ITE (lOUT ,300) (AA( II .1=I,NSO) 
IF(NPR.GT.0.OR.NSII.GT.O)WRITE(IOUT,390) (AA(I),I=l,NSO) 
FORMAT(' CROSS-SECTIONAL AREAS'.I.(IH .12FI0.l)) 
00 400 1=I.NSO 





FORMAT(' VELOC ITY' .1 ,l1H .12F 10. 3)) 
WRITE( IOUT,301) (PP(I) .I=I.NSO) 
IF(NPR.GT.O.OR.NSII.GT.O) WRITE(IOUT,415) (REY([),I=I,NSO) 
FORMAT(' REYNOLDS NUMBERS FOR GVF ' ,1.(lH ,12FlO.3)) 




420 FORMAT(' WETTED PERIMET~qS' ,I,IlH ,12FlO.l II 
C WRITE(IOUT,302) (TOP(I),I=I,NSO) 
IF(NPR.GT.0.OR.NSII.GT.0)WRITE(IOUT,430) (TOP(I),I=I,NSO) 
4JO FORMAT(' TOP WIDTH' .I,OH ,12F10.2)) 








IF(NSII .GT. 0) RETURN 
DO 440 1= 1, NSO 
11=1+1 
IF (I • E Q. NS 0) I 1 = I -I 
440 DY(I)=ELB(I)+Y(I) 
C WRlfE (lOUT, 308) (DYII), 1=1, NSO) 
IF(NPR.GT.U) WRITE( IOUT,45O) (OY(I) ,1=I,NSO) 
450 FORMAT(' ELEV. OF HGL',I,OH ,12flO.2)) 
DO 4 60 1= 1 , NSO 
460 DY(I)=DY(I)+Vl(l)U2/G2 
C WRITE(IOUT,309) (OY(I),I=I,NSO) 
IF( NPR. Gl.O) WRITE (lOUT ,470) (Oy(I) , 1=1, NSO) 
470 FORr1AT(' ELEV. Of LL.',I.(lH ,12flO.2)) 
IR£P=O 
I =NSO 
480 J =1-1 




IF(K .EQ. 0) GO TO 500 
VHA=VI (I) **2 
VItA=VIIA+Vl(J )**2 
IF(OY(K) .Gl. DY(I)) GO TO 500 
VflA=VHA+Vl (K) **2 
GO TO 490 
500 VHA=VItA/FLOAT( I -K+I) 
DHAV= (Dy (K )-OY(K )) I( HOAT(I -K )*ABS(X INC)) 
I I=K+l 
DO 510 KK=I I ,J 
510 DY(KK)=DY(KK-I)-DHAV*VI(KK)**2/VHA 
J=K 
520 I =J 
IF( I .GT. 1) GO TO 480 
IF( IREP .EQ. 0) RETURN 
WRITE(IOUT,4701 (DY(I),I=I,NSO) 
DO ~30 I = I, NSO 
DY(I )=DY(I )-Vl(1 )**2/G2 
530 Y(J)=DY(I)-ELB(J) 
WRIT E ( 10 UT ,4 5U) ( 0 Y II ) , 1=1 , NS 0 ) 
WR IlE (lOUT ,380) (y(J) ,1=1 ,NSO) 
00 570 I=I,NSO 
If(LINTER .EQ. 0) GO TO 560 
00 540 KK=2,NP 
K=KK 
IF( YTO ,K) .GT. YO)) GO TO 550 
540 CO NT INUE 
550 fAC=(Y(I )-YTII ,K-l) )/(YT(I ,K)-YT( I ,K-I}) 
AAII ) =A( I ,K -1) tFACT*( A( I ,K I-A(I ,K -1)) 
PPO )=P (I ,K-l )+FACT*(PO ,K)-P(I .K-l)) 
TOP II )=TT (I ,K-l )+F ACT*nT( I ,K)-TT( I ,K-l)) 
GO TO 570 
560 CALL AREAP(I,Y(I)) 
PP (I I=F AC 1 *p (J ,11 )+F AC2*P 11,12 )+F AC3*P (I, I3) 
TOP( I )=fACl*TT( I, II )+FAC2"'TT( 1,12 )+FAC3"'TT( I, Jj) 
570 VI(I)=Q(I)/AA(I) 





650 WRITE(6,660) IND,IER 









COMMON BI(10) ,fMI(10) ,REY(40) ,B(40) ,fM(4U) ,CH(40) ,SIII0) ,S(40), 
"'XI (10), YI (10,10) ,QO, TI (10,10), TT(30,10) ,X(40) ,AI (10,10) ,PI (10,10) , 
*A( 30,10) ,P(30, 10) ,YC( 40) ,SC( 40), YN(40) ,YT (30,10), Y(4U) ,AA( 40) ,Q(40 
*) ,PP (40), TOP (40 ) ,VI (40) ,F AC 1 ,F AC2 ,F AC3,XINC, XBEG, ERR,QC2 ,Cf>2, DEL X, 
*DEL2, DEL 32 ,RDX4, RDX3, DXG, NSO,ITRAPE, NP, NS TART, NS INC, NEND, MCIJRVE, 
*11,12,1 3,MCT ,MYSTRT ,IVARR,ELEVB(lO) ,NSI I ,L1NTER,NCONTT ,ELB(40) ,NPR 
*,INPUT ,IOUT,Gl,G2,COI,C02,RW 
COMI10N C(80,6) ,V(80) 
CO~It.JON IX I XE NO 
COMMON IMANNI FN,CC,W,YW 
COMMON IWATF I FMW, BW 1, FNW I, fMW2, fMW S, OW, QW2, SWO, DADX 
REAL SMS(40) ,SQ(40),YB(41),QSTAG(14),STAG(14) ,DIVf(SO),DI(40) ,ZI 
*(40) ,XQ(40) ,YlO) 













C OBTAINS SOLUTION FOR WATER FLOW UPSTREAM FROM DEBRIS FLOW. 
C *"'**********"'******** 




FORMAT('ODO YOU UNDERSTAND CASE NO.S FOR B.C.? Y OR N' ,Il 
READ ( INPUT ,4) PAR 
FORMAT(A1) 
IF(PAR .EQ. 'y') GO TO 8 
WRITE(b,6) (1,(BCA(J,n ,J=1,2) ,1=1,2) 
6 FORMAT('OIN DESCRIfIING B.C. THE FOLLOWING SYI1110LS ARE USED,' I 
*' Yl=DEPTH AT UPSTREIV-1 END' ,I' YN=DEPHI AT DOWNSTREIV-1 ENU' ,I, 
*' Ql=FLOWRATE AT UPSTREAM END' ,I' QN=FLOWRATE AT DOWNSTREAM ENO'.I 
*1,12('------'),1,' CASE NO. UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM CONDITIONS',I 




10 FORMAT(' DATA FOR TIME DEPENDENT SOL. NOW REQ. GIVE fOLLOWING: 
*' ,I' Il) NO. OF TIME STEPS. (2) CASE NO. fOR BOUNDARY COND •• 
* (3) TIME INCR.(SEC.). AND (4) VALUES Of DEPTH'.I.' OR flOWRATE 
* ACCORDING TO CASE FOR EACH TIME STEP' /) 
READ(INPUT.* ,ERR=12) NT.Mll.DELT.(YB(lf.I=I.NT) 
NSTAG=2 
ISTAG=2 
20 FORMAT( 815. 4F10.5) 
WRITE(6,30) 
30 FORMAT(' YOU MUST GIVE AN DOWNSTREAM WATER fLOWRATE AND THE INITIAL 
*L STATION POSITION OF THE WAVE') 
READ(INPUT,*) QW,NNST 
NN=NNST 
IF(NN.LT .4) Ntl=4 
NNP=NN+l 
KX=O 
SAX = X(NN) 














41 PR=B(N50) + SlOS*Y2 






Y2 =Y 2 -0 I F 
NCT=NCT +1 
IF( AU5( 01 F) .G1. .0UOOl. AND. NCT .L1.lO) GO TO 41 
WRITE(6,*) NCT f DIF,f,AR.PR,Y2 IF( NCT .LT. 10, GO TO 43 
WRITE(IOUT,*) , SOLUTION DOES NOT CONVERGE fOR Y2 ' 
IF( 10111.EQ.4) WlnTE(6,*) , SOLUTION DOES NOT CONVERGE fOR Y2 
43 COtlTINUE 
WRITE(6,*)' THE DOWNSTREAM NORMAL DEPTH=' .Y2 




C USES IMSL TO OBTAIN SOLUTION TO GVf Of UPTREAM WATER FLOW. 
QW2=QW*QW/GI 
00 31 I=NSo-l,NNP,-1 
IP=I +1 












CALL DVERK(I.DYW.XI,Yl,XEN •• I.IND,CC,NW,W,IER) 
31 Y(I)=Yl(l) 
WRITE(IOUT.32)(Y(I).I=NNP.NSO) 
32 FORMAT(' WATER DEPTHS UPSTREAM FRCJ.t DEBRIS FLOW' .1, 
*(l2FB. 3)) 
00 47 I=NNP,NSO 
AA( 1)= (B( I )+FM(J )*y (I) )*y (I) 
TOP (I )= ( B( I )+2.* FM( I ) *y (I)) 
vI( Il=Q( I) I AA( I) 
PP(I)=B( I) +2.*Y(I)*SQRT(FM( 1)**2+1.) 
CH ( I ) =V 1 ( I ) / ( SQRT( AA(I ) *S ( I ) /PP ( I ) ) ) 
47 CONTINUE 
C IF MIl .EQ. 1 YB( I) SPECIFIES DEPTH UPSTREAM - NO CHANGE DOWNSTREAM 
C If MIl .EQ. 2 YB(I) SPECIFIES FLOWRATE UPSTREAM - NO CHANGE DOWNSTR 
70 DXT=DELX/DELT 
90 DO 100 l=l,NN 
IP=ltl 
IM=I-l 
IF( I • EQ. 1) IM=1 
IF( I .EQ. NN) IP=NN 
SMS(I)=SQRT(fM(I)**2+1.) 
SQ( I )=.5*(Q( IP )-Q( 1M)) 
SC(I)=(Q(I)/CH(I))**2*(PP(I))/(AA(I)**3) 
XQ( I )=Q( I) 
100 CONT INUE 
DO 101 I=NNP.NSO 
IP=I+1 
IM=I -1 
IF( I .EQ. NNP) IM=NNP 
IF( I .EQ. NSO) IP=NSO 
SMS(I)=SQRT(FM(I)**2+1.) 
SQ( I )=.5 *(Q (IP )-Q( 1M)) 
SC(I)=(Q(I)/CH(I))**2*(PP(I))/(AA(I)**3) 







C TIME DEPENDENT SOLUT ION BEGINS WITH DEBRIS FLOW RUNN ING. OVER 
C WATER FLOW 








IF(ABS(YSTED-Y(MIM)) .LT. YDlf ) GO TO 120 
IF(MIM .GT. 0) YSTED=Y(MIM) 
120 WRlTE(IOUT.130) K,TIME 
130 FORHATI/.' DEPTH.VElOCITY.SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER' .I.' 
* FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP.STEP=' ,13.' TIME=' ,FB.2,1l 
140 FORMAT(IH .12FI0.2) 






*S TIME =' ,FlO.V/) 
WRITE! lOUT ,140) (Y(I),I=l,NSO) 
WRITEIIOUT,14U) Ivl(I),I;l,NSO) 
WRITE(IOUT,16o) (SC(I),I=l,NSO) 
WRITE( IOUT,140) (PP(I) ,1;l,NSO) 
WRITE(IOUT,14o) (Q O).I;l,NSO) 
WR ITE ( lOUT ,140) I AA/I) ,1;l,NSO) 




IF( IUUT:NE.4) GO TO 151 
WR ITE! 6 ,130) TIME 
WRITE(6,14U) (Y/I),I=I,NSO) 
WR I TE ( 6 , 140) ( V 1 ( I ) , I = I, NSO ) 
WRITE(6,lbO) (SC(I),I=I,NSO) 
WRIT[/b,140) (PP(1l ,1=I,NSO) 
WRITE(6,14U) (Q (I),I=l,NSO) 
WR ITE ( 6 , 140) (AA /l ) , 1=1 , NSO ) 
WRITE(6,140) /TOP(I),I;l,NSO) 
WRITE(6,141) SAX,AX 
151 CONT INUE 
160 FORHAT(lH ,12ElO.3) 
















IF(SAXI.LT.OELX) GO TO 174 
GO TO 173 
174 CONTINUE 
230 OL=VI(l )*SQ(I)/(OXG*AA(I)) 
IF(SQ(I) .LT. 0.) DL=.5*OL 
CEL2=GI-AA(I)/TOP(I) 
CEL=SQRT(CEL2) 
SCb4 ~G2-SC( 1 ) 
FY=SC64*(SMS(1 )*AA(1)/PPIl)-1.5*TOPI1)) 
VS2=Vl 0) **2 
CIPI=TOP(I)*ROT*(Vl(I)+CiL) 
C(2,5)=(Vl(1)-CEL)/OELX 
IF( MI I .G1. 1) GO TO 260 
C( 2 ,4 )=TOP (1) *( CEL2 -VS2~ /OELX 
C(2,2)=FY-C(2,4)-CIPl 
C ( 2 ,3 ) = ROT -C ( 2 ,5 ) + SC 64 * AA ( I ) /Q ( 1 ) 
V (2 )= ROT*Q II )-C I PI *y II )+Gl* AA/l )*( S (1 )-DL +SC(1 ) )+FY*Y (1 )+ (VS2*Y I 
*1)*(O(2)-Bl1)+Y(1)*IFMI2)-FM(I)))-CEL*SQ(1))/DELX-C(2,2)*YOIK) 
YO )=YB(K) 
I = I 














FQP=VI (I I )/DELX 
CI I,ll=-FYP 
C( I,2)=-FQP 
C( IP,I )=-.5 
SC64=G2*SCI II) 
FY=SC64*ISMSIII)*AA(II)/PPIII)-1.5*TOPIII)) 
C( 1,3 )=FY 
C(I,4)=RDT+SC64*AAIII)/QIII) 
CI 1,5 );FYP 







IF(SQIII) .LT. 0.) DL=.5*DL 
SOO=S(II)-DL 
V(I )=Q (I I) /DEL T +Y ( II )*( FY+V 1/ I 1)**2 ,,( B( II + I )-B( II-I )+ Y ( I I)" ( FM( I 1+ 
*1)-FMIII-I)))/DEL2)+ GI*IAAIII)*ISOD +SCIII)))+Vllll)"SQIII)/OELX 
280 VIIP)=CIIP,2l"*YIIl)+5QIII) 
GO TOI310,320) ,Mil 











IF(SQ(NN) .LT. 0.) OL;.5*DL 
CEL2=GI*AAINN)/TOP(NN) 





C(IP,3); ROT-CIIP,2)+SC64*AA(NN )/Q(NN) 
VIIP)=Q(NN)*RDT-CIPl*Y(NN) + Gl*AA(NN)*(SINN)-DL+SC(NN))+VS2* 
*(YINN)*IB(NN)-O(NMI)+YINN)*(FMINN)-FM(NM1)))+SQ(NN)*CEL)/OELX 
*+FY*Y(NN)-IFY-CIPl-CIIP,l))*YINN) 
IFIMll .GT. I) GO TO 400 
C(IP,4)=FY-CIPI-CIIP,I) 





440 ... I FOIVF .L1. I.E-3} GO TO 590 

















I I I =5 ) 1=2 
490 112=IP-4 














UI vF( IM)~V (1M) -C( IM,I )*Q(N~2)-C( IM,2)*Y(NMl )-C( IM,J)*Q(NMI )-C( IM,4 
*)*Q(NN)-C(IM,5)*Y(NN) 
01 vF( I )'" V ( I )-C ( I , 1) *y (NMl)-C( I .2) *Q (NMll-C(I • J )*Q (NN )-C( 1,4) *y ( 
*NN) 
550 WR IT[( lOUT. 5blJ) (1)( VF( I) ,1=1 ,IP) 
IHIOUT.EI,).4) WHI1£(6,~60) (UIVF(I),I=l,IP) 
56U FOHMAT(IH ,8EI5.5) 
570 00 SHO 1=1.IP 
C V(I)=V(I)-DIVF(I) 
5HO OIVF(I)=FDIVF*DIVF(I) 
59U CALL BAtlO(IP,Mll,NN) 
01 (I )=X (NN-3) 
01(2)=X(NN-2) 
OI(J)=X(NN-l) 
DI(4)=X(NN) + SAXl 
Zl (l )"Y (NN-3) 
Z I ( 2 ) = Y ( NN -2 ) 




00 592 11=I,4-JJ 
592 Z I( 5 -I 1)= (Z I( 5-1 I )-Z 1{4-1 I) J( OI(5-Il )-OI(5-Il-JJ») 
EFAC"ZI (4) 
00 593 I =I,J 
593 EFAC"EFAC*{T-0I(4-I)) + ZI(4-I) 
Y(NN)=EFAC/COEFI 
IF(K.LT.3) GO TO 597 
Y (NN) = EF AC*COEFl 
597 CONT INUE 
00 596 IL=I,NN 
::;95 CONT INUE 
IF(Q(IL).LT.XQ(ll).ANO.YB(K).lT.YB(K+l)) Q(ll)=Q(ll)*COEF 
IF(Q(IL).lT.XQ(ll).ANO.YB(K).lT.YB(K+l)) GO TO 595 
596 CONT INUE 
CFX=COEFX 
00 598 I L=l ,NMI 
599 CONTINUE 
IF(Q(IL).lT.Q(Il+l).ANO.YB(K).lT.YB(K+l» Q(IL+l)=Q(IL+l)/CFX 
IF(Q(IL).LT.Q(IL+l).ANO.YB(K).LT.YB(K+l)) GO TO 599 
CFX=(CFX+0.0005) 
598 CONT INUE 
IF(Y(NN).LT.YX2) Y(NN)=YX2*COEFl 
00 bUO I = 1 ,NN 
AA(I)=(B(I)+FM(I)*Y(I))*Y(I) 
VI (I )=Q( 1)1 AA( I) 
PP (I )=B( 1)+2. *SMS(I )*Y (I ) 
TOP(I)=B(I)+2.*FM(I)*Y(I) 






00 610 I=NN+l.NSO 
AA(I)=(B(I)+FM(I)*Y(I»*Y(I) 








GO TO 1I0 
620 WR ITE ( lOUT, 63U) SAX 
WRITE(6,630) SAX 
630 FORI1AT(' FRONT WAVE REACHEO LAST STATION. X= '.F8.2) 
RETUHN 




SUBROUTINE DYX (N,Xl,YY,OYOX) 
COMI'ION BI(lU) ,FMI(lO) ,REY(40) ,B(4U) ,FM(40) ,CH(40) ,SI(lO) ,S(4U), 
*XI (lO), VI (lO,IO) ,QO, TI (lO.lO), H(30,1O) ,X (40) ,AI (lO,IO) ,PI (lO,lO) , 
*A( 30,10) .p(30~ 10) • YC( 40) ,SCI 40) ,YN (40) ,YT (30,10) ,Y( 40) ,AA( 40) ,Q(40 








J2 =NS TART+NS 1 NC 
JJ=NSTART+2*NSINC 
OJl=X (J2 I-X (Jl) 
IF( Xl. GT • X(J2) .OR.J2.EQ.I) GO TO 2 
J I =J I + NS I NC 
J2=J2+NSINC 
OJl=X(J2)-X(JI) 
GO TO 1 
2 FATl=(XI-X(Jl)/OJl 
BB=B(JI) + FATl*(B(J2)-B(JI)) 
FF=FM(JI) + FATl*(FM(J2)-FM(Jl)) 















IF( I .EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
IF(I .EQ. NSO) GO TO 20 





GO TO 30 
1 0 OAX= (B( 2 )-0(1 )+YY*( fM( 2 )-fM( 1 ))) *YY /X INC 
OQX=(QIZ)-QI! I)/XINC 
OQXF=(Q(2)tQ(1))*DQX/(G2*A2) 














50 IF(LINTEH .EQ.O) GO TO 90 
DO bO J =2 ,NP 
IF(YT(I,J)-Y(I)) 60,70,70 
60 CONTINUE 
70 F AC T = ( Y (I ) - YT ( I ,J -1 ) ) f( YT (I ,J ) - YT (I ,J -1 ) ) 
AR = A(I,J-l)+FACT*( A(I,J)- A(I,J-l)) 
TR =TT(I ,J-l )+FACT*( TT(I ,J)- TT(I ,J-I)) 
PR = P(I,J-l)+FACT*( P(I,J)- P(I,J-l)) 
A2~AH*AR 
IF(I .EQ. I) GO TO au 
JH=I-l 
ARM=A( 1M ,J-l )tF ACT*( A( IM,J )-A( IM,J-l )) 
OAX=( AR-ARM) /(X (I I-x (1M)) 
OQX=(Q(I)-Q(IM)) /(X(r)-X(IM)) 
DQXF=(Q(I)+Q(IM))*DQX/(G2*A2) (mo 40 




(1) TO 40 





GO TO 50 





GO TO 100 
110 IF(MCT .EQ. 0) GO TO 120 
ONI = (YT ( I,ll ) - YT ( 1,12)) * (YT ( I, I 1) - YT ( I , 13) ) 
DN 2 = ( YT ( I , 12) - YT (I , 11 ) ) * ( YT 0 , 12 ) - YT ( I , 13 ) ) 
DN]= ( YT ( 1,13) - YT ( I,ll ) ) * ( YT ( 1,13) - YT ( I ,12 ) ) 
120 FACl=(Y( I )-YTO ,12))*(y(J )-YTO ,13))/DNI 
f AC2 = (y ( I ) - YT ( I ,II ) ) * (y ( I ) - YT ( I , 13 ) ) ION 2 
FAC3=(Y(I)-YT(I,II))*(Y(I)-YT(I,I2))/ON3 
AR=FACI * A( 1,11 )+FAC2*A( 1,12 )+F AC3* A( 1,13) 
A2=AR* AR 
TR=F AC 1 *TT (I,Il)+f AC2*TT(( ,I2)+F AC3*TT II ,13) 
PR=FACl* P(I,Il)+FAC2* P(I,12)+fAC3* P(I,13) 
DAX= (AR-FAC 1 *A( 1M, 11 )-F AC2*A( 1M, 12 )-F AC3*A( 1M, 13)) I( X (I I-x (1M) ) 
GO TO 30 
END 
SUBROUT INE YOET(I,W,W2) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS IN THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM JEPPSON 1974 
C BUT fOR THE DEBRIS PROGRJIItI IT HAS NOTHING TO oO,SO YOU 
C HAVE THE OPT JON TO LEAVE IT IN OR OUT IT DOES NOT MAKE ANY 
C DIFFERENCE. 
REAL W(30,15),W2(40) 
COMMON BIOO) ,FMIOO) ,REY(40) ,B(40) ,FM(40) ,CH(40) ,SI(10) ,S(40), 
*XI (0), YI (10,10) ,QO, TI (10,lO) ,TT(]O,lO) ,X (40) ,AI (10,10) ,PI (10,10) , 
*A(30,IO) ,P(]O,lO) ,YC(40) ,SC(40) ,YN(40) ,YT(]O,IO) ,Y(40) ,AA(4()) ,fJ(40 
*) ,PP (40 ) ,TOP (40) ,Vi (40) ,F AC1,F AC2 ,F AC3,X INC, XBEG, ERR,QC2, £1;2, OELX, 
*DEL2,DEL32,RDX4,RDX3,DXG,NSO,ITRAPE,NP,NSTART,NSINC,NEND,MLURVE, 
* 11,12 ,13 ,MCT ,MYSTRT, I VARR,ELE VB(lO) ,NS II, LINTER, NCONTT ,£LB( 40) ,NPH 
*,INPUT,IOUT,GI,G2,C01,C02 
MCT=I 
10 IF(W2(I) .LE. .5*(W(I,I2)+W(I,13)) .OR. 13 .EQ. NY) GO TO 20 




GO TO 10 





GO TO 20 
30 IF(MCT .EQ. 0) GO TO 40 
DN1= ( W( I,ll ) -WI 1,12)) *( W( I,ll ) -WI 1,13) ) 
DN 2 = ( W( I , 12 ) - W ( I , II ) ) * ( W( I , 12) - W ( I , I 3 ) ) 








REAL Y1(N) ,DYDX(N) 
COMMON/WATF/FMW,BWI,fNW1,fMW2,fMWS,QW.QW2,SWO.OADX 
C FM'iJ - SIDE SLOPE, m. 
C BWI - BOTTOM WIDTH AT THIS SECTION 
C FNWI MANNINGS n AT THIS SECTION 
C FMW2 ?* SIDE SLOPE 
C FMW~ ,. 'SQRT( fMW*FMW+l) 





c SWO - SLOPE OF CIIAN~JEl BOTTOM. 





F RW2=QW2*TW/ AW3 













INPUT AND OUTPUT FROM EXAMPLE 1 
69 
RUN DEBRIM 
GIVE HE ES OR SI FOR SYSTEM OF UNITS THAT WILL BE USED. 
ES +---
DO YOU WANT A DEFINITION OF NAMELIST OPTIONS IN SPECIF?Y OR N 
N ~-
DEFAULT OPTIONS ARE; 
ITRAPE= 1 IOYES= 0 ERR= 0.10000 INFLOW= 1 HYSTRT= OIUNSTE= 1 LINTER= 1 
NCONT= 0 NPR= 0 
DO YOU WANT ANY OF THESE CHANGED? Y OR N 
N .... -











PROVIIIE OUTPUT STA. NO. WHERE GVF SOL. IS TO BEG., 1. E. 1 OR B 
8 ..... -
NSI= 2 NSO= 8 ITRAF'E= 1 IDYES= 0 00= 50000.00 XPEG= 0.00 XINC= 1000.0 
o ERR= 0.10000 
NSTART= 8 NSINC=-1 NEND= 1 INFLOW= 1 HYSTRT= 0 IUNSlE= 1 LIN. INT. = 1 
PROVIDE 2 X-DIST. FOR 2 INPUT STATIONS 
07000 .... 1--
PROVIDE BOTTOM SLOPES FOR 2 INPUT STATIONS 
.06 .06 ~""I--
PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS 
X 0.0 7000.0 
S 0.06000 0.06000 
IS THERE LATERAL INFLOW? Y OR N 
N ...... 1---
sa 0.000 0.000 
PROVIDE 2 BOTTOM WIDTHS, THEN 2 SIDE SLOPES 
7515 ..... --
33 ..... ~-
/ B 75.000 75.000 
H 3.000 3.000 
HAVE YOU MADE ANY MISTAKES? Y OR N 
N -4'U!---




GIVE HE ES OR SI FOR SYSTEM OF UNITS THAT WILL BE USED. 
ES "~I---
DO YOU WANT A DEFINITION OF NAMELIST OPTIONS IN SPECIF?Y OR N 
N ~-
DEFAULT OPTIONS ARE; 
ITRAPE= 1 IOYES= 0 ERR= 0.10000 INFLOW= 1 MYSTRT= OIUNSTE= 1 LINTER= 1 
NCONT= 0 NPR= 0 
DO YOU WANT ANY OF THESE CHANGED? Y OR N 
N ~-











PROVIDE OUTPUT STA. NO. WHERE GVF SOL. IS TO BEG.,I.E. 1 OR 8 
8 ~-
NSI= 2 NSo= 8 ITRAPE= 1 IOYES= 0 ao= 50000.00 XBEG= 0.00 XINC= 1000.0 
o ERR= 0.10000 
NSTART= B NSINC=-1 NEND= 1 INFLOW= 1 HYSTRT= 0 IUNSlE= 1 LIN. INT. = 1 
PROVIDE 2 X-DIST. FOR 2 INPUT STATIONS 
07000 ..... t--
PROVIlIE BOTTOH SLOPES FOR 2 INPUT STATIONS 
.06 .06 ~ .... t---
PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS 
X 0.0 7000.0 
S 0.06000 0.06000 
IS THERE LATERAL INFLOW? Y OR N 
N "'~I--
sa 0.000 0.000 
PROVIDE 2 BOTTOM WIDTHS, THEN 2 SIDE SLOPES 
75 is ... --
33 G41---
B 75.000 75.000 
H 3.000 3.000 
HAVE YOU MADE ANY MISTAKES? Y OR N 
N .... ----




SECTIONS ALONG CHANNEL 
0.0 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0 
DISCHARGE ALONG CHANNEL 
50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 
BOTTOH WIDTHS 
75.000 75.000 75.000 75.000 75.000 75.000 75.000 75 JOOO 
SLOPES OF SIDE OF CHANNEL 
3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 
SLOPE OF CHANNEL BOTTOH AT SECTIONS 
0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 0.06000 
CRITICAL DEPTHS AT SECTIONS 
18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 18.6307 
CRITICAL SLOPES AT SECTIONS 
0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 0.137723 
AREAS CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL DEPTH 
2438.61 2438.00 2438.60 2438.60 24~8.60 2438.60 2438.60 2438.60 
VELOCITIES CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL lIEFTH 
20.504 20.504 20.504 20.504 20.504 20.504 20.504 20.504 
REYNOLD'S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL [rEPTH 
61.51 61.51 61.51 61.51 61.51 61.51 61.51 61.51 
CHEZY'S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO CRITICAL DEPTH 
15.54 15.54 15.54 15.54 15.54 15.54 15.54 15.54 
NORHAL DEPTHS AT SECTIONS 
26.983 26.983 26.983 26.983 26.983 26.983 26.983 26.983 
AREAS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL OEPTHS 
4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 4208.021 
VELOCITIES CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL [lEPTHS 
11.882 11.882 11.882 11.882 11 .882 11.882 11.882 11.882 
REYNOLDS'S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS 
35.65 35.65 35.65 35.65 35.65 35.65 35.65 35.65 
CHEZY'S NUHBERS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL DEPTHS 
11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 
SHOULD STARTING DEBRIS FLOW DEPTHS BE ASSUMED NORMAL? (OTHER~ISE A VARIED FLOW 
SOL. WILL BE OBTAINED.) (Y OR N) 
Y .... --
72 
UNSTEADY SOLUTION BEGINS 
PROVIDE MANNINGS N FOR UPSTREAM WATER FLOW AT 
.035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 
DO YOU UNDERSTAND CASE NO.S FOR B.C.? Y OR N 
Y .. ~t----
DATA FOR TIME DEPENDENT SOL. NOW RED. GIVE FOLLOWING: 
8 STATIONS 
1) NO. OF TIME STEPS, (2) CASE NO. FOR BOUNDARY CONO., (3) TIME INCR. (SEC. ), AND 
(4) VALUES OF DEPTH 
OR FLOWRATE ACCORDING TO CASE FOR EACH TINE STEP 
20 2 30 50000 51000 52000 53000 54000 55000 56000 57000 58000 ~~~----
59000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 ~------
60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 ~~~_ ____ __ 
YOU MUST GIVE AN DOWNSTREAM WATER FlOWRATE AND THE INITIAL STATION POSITION OF T 
HE WAVE 
500 4 "~I---
0.7300969 500.0000 75.00000 
3 2.2270856E-07 -1.0681152E-04 
0.7607079 
THE DOWNSTREAM NORMAL DEPTH= 0.7607079 
GIVE THE ACTUAL DOWNSTREAM DEPTH 
1. ...~t----
WATER DEPTHS UPSTREAM FROM DEBRIS' FLOW 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF El, WETTED PERIMETER 
32.20000 
58.78914 
FlOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEf'= 1 TIME= 0.00 
8 
79.81114 
26.98 26.98 26.98 26.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
11.88 11.88 11.88 11.88 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600£-01 0.600E-Ol 0.600[-01 0.600E-01 0.600E-Ol 
245.66 245.66 245.66 245.66 81.32 81.32 81.32 81.32 
50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 50000.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 
4208.02 4208.02 4208.02 4208.02 78.00 78.00 78.00 78.00 
236.90 236.90 236.90 236.90 81.00 81.00 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 3000.00 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 363.19 
DEPTH, VELOCITY, SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 2 TIME= 30.00 
26.98 26.98 26.98 27.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
11.88 11.78 11.77 11.75 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
O.600E-01 0.S95E-Ol O.59SE-Ol 0.593E-01 0,600E-01 0,600E-01 0.600E-01 0.600E-01 
245.66 245.66 245.66° 245.75 81.32 81.32 81.32 81.32 
50000.00 49553.45 49528.94 49504.43 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 
4208.03 4208.03 4208,03 4211.54 78,00 78.00 78.00 78.00 
236.90 236.90 236.90 236.99 81.00 81.00 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 3363.19 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 359.39 
73 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 3 TIME= 60.00 
27.23 27.06 27.00 27.01 
11.96 11.85 11.83 11.80 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 
0.599E-Ol 0.597E-Ol 0.597E-01 0.596E-01 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 
247.2~ 246.13 245.78 245.84 81.32 81.32 81.32 81.32 
51000.00 50061.47 49815.95 49757.41 500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00 
4265.95 4225.80 4212.59 4215.06 78.00 73.00 78.00 78.00 
238.36 237.35 237.01 237.08 81.00 81.00 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 3722.59 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 361.03 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 4 TIME= 90.00 
27.45 27.18 27.05 27.03 27.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 
12.04 11.91 11.87 11.85 11.80 6.41 6.41 0.41 
0.599E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 0.597E-Ol 0.595E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-01 0.600E-01 
248.64 246.88 246.05 245.98 245.94 81.32 81.32 81.32 
52000.00 50686.26 50116.28 50004.27 49785.08 500.00 500.00 500.00 
4320.34 4254.10 4222.82 4220.03 4218.59 78.00 78.00 78.00 
239.73 238.06 237.27 237.20 237.17 81.00 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 4083.61 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 361.03 
DEPTH,VELDCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLDWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 5 TIME= 120.00 
27.67 27.33 27.12 27.07 
12.12 11.99 11.91 11.88 
27.04 1.00 1.00 
11.84 6.41 6.41 
1.00 
6.41 
0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 0.597E-01 0.600E-01 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-01 
250.03 247.88 246.53 246.18 246.04 81.32 91.32 
53000.00 51437.04 50510.70 50235.18 49999.77 500.00 500.00 
4373.20 4291.52 4240.87 4227.70 4222.54 78.00 78.00 
241.05 239.00 237.73 237.40 237.27 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 4444.64 MOVEMEHT DURING THIS TIME = 362.35 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 6 TIME= 150.00 
27.89 27.52 27.23 27.12 
12.20 12.06 11.96 11. 91 
27.08 1.00 1.00 







0.599E-Ol 0.599E-01 0.599E-01 0.599E-01 0.597E-01 0.600£-01 0.600£-01 0.600E-01 
251.39 2~9.05 247.24 246.53 246.27 81.32 81.32 81.32 
54000.00 52299.34 51036.57 50525.09 50174.93 500.00 500.00 500.00 
4425.42 4330.07 4267.52 4240.63 4231.00 78.00 78.00 78.00 
242.34 240.12 238.40 237.72 237.48 81.00 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 4800.99 MOVEMENT DIJRING THIS TIME = 363.14 
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DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 7 TIME= 180.00 
28.10 27.73 27.38 27.20 27.12 27.09 1.00 1.00 
12.28 12.14 12.02 11.95 11.90 11.86 6.41 6.41 
0.599£-01 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-01 0.598E-01 0.597E-Ol 0.600E-01 0.600E-Ol 
252.75 250.35 248.18 247.02 246.54 246.36 81.32 81.32 
55000.00 53245.84 51708.97 50895.54 50465.18 50212.48 500.00 500.00 
4477.37 4385.56 4302.85 4259.31 4241.25 4234.53 78.00 78.00 
243.63 241.35 239.29 238.19 237.74 237.57 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 5170.13 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 303.21 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 8 TIME: 210.00 
28.32 27.94 27.56 27.31 
12.36 12.22 12.08 11.99 
27.19 27.11 1.00 
11.94 11.89 6.41 
1.00 
6.41 
0.599E-ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599[-01 0.599[-01 0.599E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 0.600£-01 0.600£-01 
254.09 251.72 249.31 247.71 246.94 246.46 81.32 31.32 
56000.00 54245.98 52518.61 51388.57 50798.63 50401.19 500.00 500.00 
4529.14 4437.93 4345.81 4285.15 4256.07 4238.08 78.00 73.00 
244.90 242.65 240.36 238.84 238.11 237.66 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 5533.34 MOVEMENT [lURING THIS TIME: 364.37 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SlOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FlOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 9 TIME: 240.00 
28.53 28.16 27.76 27.45 27.28 27.16 1.00 1.00 
12.44 12.31 12.16 12.04 11.98 11.90 6.41 6.41 
0.599E-01 0.599E-01 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-01 0.598E-01 0.600£-01 0.600E-Ol 
255.42 253.11 250.59 248.59 247.51 246.79 81.32 81.32 
57000.00 55271.81 53442.27 52013.83 51232,18 50583.05 500.00 500.00 
4580.72 4491.44 4394.80 4318.35 4277,56 4250.63 78.00 78.00 
246.16 243.97 241.58 239.68 238.65 237,98 81.00 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 5897.70 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 364.96 
DEPTH, VELOCITY, SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FlOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,sTEP: 10 TIME= 270.00 
28,73 28.38 27,98 27.62 27.39 





0.599E-Ol 0.599E-01 0.599E-01 0.599E-01 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.597E-01 0.600E-01 
256.73 254.49 251.98 249.65 248.22 247.24 246.89 81.32 
58000.00 56301.95 54447.44 52775.10 51749.14 50973.43 50636.97 500.00 
4632.06 4544.87 4447.85 4358.92 4304.62 4267.32 4254.18 78.00 
247.41 245.28 242.90 240.69 239.33 238.40 238.07 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE: 6262.66 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 365.14 
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DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 11 TIME= 300.00 
28.94 28.59 28.21 27.81 27.53 27.33 27.19 1.00 
12.60 12.47 12.33 12.18 12.07 11.99 11.94 6.41 
0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 
258.03 255.85 253.41 250.88 249.10 247.85 246.98 81.32 
59000.00 57323.44 55499.43 53658.82 52376.64 51450.35 50839.64 500.00 
4683.12 4597.52 4502.98 4405.87 4337.81 4290.41 4257.74 78.00 
248.64 246.57 244.26 241.86 240.16 238.98 238.16 81.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 6627.80 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 366.40 
DEPTH, VELOCITY, SLOPE OF El, WETTED PERIMETER 
FlOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 12 TIME= 330.00 
29.14 28.80 28.44 28.02 
12.67 12.55 12.41 12.26 
27.69 27.46 27.27 1.00 
12.13 12.05 11.94 6.41 
0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 
259.32 257.17 254.84 252.24 250.12 248.66 247.44 81.32 
60000.00 58331.55 56566.80 54642.92 53110.43 52055.75 51055.02 500.00 
4733.87 4649.15 4558.46 4457.86 4376.69 4321.29 4275.05 78.00 
249.86 247.82 245.61 243.14 241.13 239.75 238.59 B1.00 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 6994.20 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 366.95 
DEPTH,VElOCITY,SlOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 13 TIME= 360.00 
29.13 28.95 28.64 28.25 27.87 27.61 27.37 27.28 
12.68 12.60 12.49 12.34 12.20 12.10 12.00 11.95 
0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-01 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.598E-Ol 
259.24 258.10 256.15 2S3.OS 251.28 249.00 248.08 247.53 
60000.00 59061.18 57555.81 55678.45 53947.74 52731.49 51574.09 51129.11 
4730.66 4685.88 4609.33 4512.13 4421.00 4350.96 4299.11 4278.63 
249.79 248.71 246.85 244.48 242.23 240.64 239.20 238.08 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 7361.15 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 367.28 
DEPTH,VElOCITY,SlOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AtfD TOP,STEP= 14 TIME= 390.00 
29.13 29.05 28.82· 28.46 28.07 27.77 27.50 27.30 
12.69 12.64 12.55 12.42 12.22 12.16 12.06 11.99 
0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.~99E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 
259.22 258.72 257.24 255.02 252.54 250.65 
60000.00 59548.08 58397.24 56701.57 54865.69 53486.94 
4729.84 4709.94 4652.11 4565.24 4469.33 4396.82 









BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 7728.43 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 368.74 
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DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF Elf WETTED PERIMETER 
FlOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 15 TIME= 420.00 
29.13 29.10 28.95 28.66 
12.69 12.67 12.60 12.49 
28.28 27.95 27.66 27.38 
12.35 12.23 12.12 12.03 
0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599£-01 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 
259.22 259.08 258.08 256.26 253.84 251.77 249.94 248.14 
60000.00 59841.81 59053.95 57646.02 55826.30 54305.90 52959.69 51733.28 
4729.87 4724.15 4685.10 4613.77 4519.56 4439.92 4369.72 4301.50 
249.77 249.63 248.69 246.96 244.66 242.70 240.96 239.26 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 8097.17 HOVEHENT DURING THIS TIME = 370.78 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 16 TIME= 450.00 
29.13 29.13 29.04 28.83 
12.68 12.68 12.64 12.56 
28.47 28.18 27.66 28.31 
12.42 12,32 12,12 12,23 
0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599£-01 0.593£-01 
259.23 259.26 258.67 257.34 255.04 253.24 249.93 254.07 
60000.00 59997.16 59516.48 58471.11 56724.27 55379.14 52965.51 55401.86 
4730.09 4731.40 4708.01 4655.74 4566.05 4496.46 4369.38 4528.40 
249.77 249.80 249.24 247.98 245.80 244.10 240.95 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 8467.95 HOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 272.62 
DEPTH,VELDCITY,SLOPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 17 TIME= 480.00 
244.88 
29.13 29.15 29.09 28.98 28.60 28.51 27.44 29.49 
12.68 12.69 12.66 12.61 ,12.48 12.44 12.04 12.54 
0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.599E-Ol 0.600E-Ol 0.587E-Ol 
259.23 259.34 259.00 258.25 255.91 255.34 248.54 261.53 
60000.00 60068.91 59790.02 59185.78 57390.23 56927.96 51986.89 60448.75 
4730.29 4734.55 4721.27 4691.80 4599.98 4577.84 4316.71 4821.67 
249.78 249.88 249.56 248.85 246.63 246.09 239.64 251.96 
BEG. POS. OF FRONT SURGE = 8740.57 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 234.47 
DEPTH,VELOCITY,SLDPE OF EL, WETTED PERIMETER 
FLOWRATE,AREA,AND TOP,STEP= 18 TIME: 510.00 
29.13 2Y.15 29.11 29.11 28.65 28.97 27.03 30.59 
12.68 12.69 12.67- 12.67 12.50 12.60 11.89 12.87 
0.600E-01 0.600£-01 0.600E-Ol 0.599E-Ol O,600E-Ol 0.599£-01 0.600£-01 0.584E-01 
259.23 259.39 259.10 259.11 256.21 258.22 245.94 268.50 
60000.00 60111.77 59877.50 59856.70 57631.14 59089.57 50178.13 65653.77 
4730.43 4736.39 4725.10 4725.55 4611.49 4690.26 4218.76 5102.63 
249.78 249.92 249.65 249.66 246.91 248.81 237.17 258.57 




SIMULATION OF A SECONDARY 1983 FARMINGTON DEBRIS FLOW 
As this report was in the printing processes, a debrix flow 
took place in the Rudd Creek at about 8 p.m., May 30, 1983. Rudd 
Creek drains a small area of approximately 0.9 square miles east of 
Farmington, Utah. This eruption of a debris flow deposited large 
amounts of material over the northern portion of the City of Farm-
ington. This fan type deposit covered approximately 16 square 
b locks to depths of as much as 15 feet. Severa 1 homes were com-
pletely destroyed, being removed from their foundations and carried 
downstream, and others were covered to thei r roofs with mud and 
debris deposits. The destruction from this debris-mud flow was 
enormous, yet the Rudd Creek usually contains very small flow 
during the spring. Whi le the stream is ungaged, verbal reports 
indicate it seldom contains as much as 1 cfs. 
The initial larger debris flow was followed by several smaller 
magnitude flows that are probably best described as mud flow, 
because the majority of the solids were of small sizes. The writer 
observed the last of these secondary mud flows from about 10 to 11 
a.m. on Sunday morning, June 5. The observation point was just 
downstream from a fall in the channel that had been previously 
scoured to bedrock, so that it was possible to maintain, in per-
spective, the magnitude of the flowrate as it tumbled over the crest 
of the falls into a much flatter channel downstream there from. 
Briefly, the following was observed. The very muddy water flow 
(but clearly a turbulent Newton fluid flow), began to increase from 
what the writer roughly estimates at 8 cfs to approximately three or 
four times th i s magn i tude ina 1 mi nute time i nterva 1. As the 
flowrate increased it appeared the fraction of solids in the flow 
also increased. A rumbling sound was next heard above the sound of 
fluid fall ing over the falls, and shortly after the sound there 
appeared a relatively large conglomerate of rocks, with mud filling 
the vo i ds between them, movi ng down the channe 1 • The number of 
these rocks is roughly estimated at 100 or more, and from those that 
were app~rent a common size had a mass equivalent to a sphere of 1 
to 2 feet in diameter. Behind the accumulation of rocks the flow no 
longer exhibited the typical turbulent Newton fluid flow character-
istics. Rather, it appeared more like a very viscous substance. 
Material on the top seemed to stay on the top and occasionally a 
large rock was observed to ride the flow, with a portion of its mass 
protruding ~bove the surface. The velocity of this nonmixing flow 
mass was estimated at from 10 to 15 fps, much faster than would be 
expected from the viscous appearance it displayed. This mud flow 
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lasted for approximately 20 minutes and then gradually began to 
decrease. 
This description is based solely on eye observations. However, 
T. C. Pierson, from the USGS, was at the site with special photo-
graphic equipment to record velocities and establish cross-sectional 
areas. He recorded both th i s Sunday morn i ng event and a simi 1 ar 
event that occurred during the afternoon of the previous day. 
Rather than wait for these more quantifying data that Pierson 
obtained, it was decided that the model would be used to simulate 
roughly what was observed Sunday morning. For this simulation a 
channel length of 3500 feet was taken with the upper portion of its 
slope equal to 0.4 as exists in Rudd Creek. The slope was main-
tained steep but gradually decreasing to a position of 2500 ft where 
the slope was specified equal to 0.25. In the remaining 1000 ft the 
slope was reduced to 0.003, and the channel width rapidly expanded 
from 8 ft to 200 ft. From the eye observations a flowrate of 300 




GIVE HE ES OR 51 FOR SYSTEM OF UNITS THAT WILL BE USED. 
ES 
DO YOU W~NT A DEFINITION OF HAMELIST OPTIONS IN SPEfIF?Y OR N 
[EFAULT OPTIONS ARE; 
ITRAPE= 1 10YES= 0 ERR~ 0.10000 INFLDW= 1 MYSTRT= OIUNSTE= 1 LlNTER= 1 NCONT= 0 NPR~ 0 
DO fOU WArH ANY OF THESE CHANGtf.!? Y OR N 
N 










PPCVIDE OUTPUT STAt NO. WHERE GUF SOl .• IS TO BEG.,I.E. 1 OR 15 
15 
NSI= 4 NSO= 15 ITRAPE= 1 IOYES= 0 00= 300.00 XBEG= 0.00 XINC= 250.00 ERR= 0.10000 
rISf~F.'T:.:IJ iI3I1-I[,.:.:-1 dEN))..: 1 r!1FI.t:!W·~ 1 i·U:;TH:: 0 IUN:3H:'= 1I.JN. INf. = 1 
PRO~IDE 4 X-DIST. FOR 4 INPUT STATIONS 
1 1500 2500 3500 
PROVIDE BOTTOM SLOPES FOR 4 INPUT STATIONS 
.4 .3 .25 .01)3 
PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS 
X 1.0 1500.0 2500.0 
S 0.40000 0.30000. 0.25000 




0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 6 8 250 
1 113 




1 S IDf: SLOPES 
B 4.000 6.000 8.000 250.000 
M t.OOO 1.000 1.000 3.000 
~A~F YOU M~DE ANY M!STAr~S? Y DR H 
~HERE SHOULD THE OUTPUT GO? GI~E 1) TTY IF TERM ONLY; 2) FILE NAME; OR 3) ~OTH 
TiY 
81 
NORi'lAL DEPTHS AT SECTIONS 
? . Slt.O 3.9:'0 3,908 3.895 3+889 3.892 3. ~'O~ 3.87i7 
1.~()5 1. '517 to; .:0 4 
AF:E..;S CeF:~:ESF'Oi-JLlING TO tWF:M;;l DEPTHS 
31,514 32,.!71 33.51.0 34.638 35.866 37.204 38.M8 3\;.'1'42 
1'1.688 ~91. 1·19 169:3.n1 
1;'El.OCITIES COF;EESf'ONDING TO ~lORMAL DEPTHS 
'1.520 9.239 8. 9~:;J 8.661 8.364 8.0".4 7 .7~jS 7.511 
1.747 1.023 0.177 
REnlOLDS'S NUMBERS CORRESPONDING TO NORMAL IlfPTHS 
28.56 27.72 26.B6 25.98 25.09 24.19 23.28 22.53 
5.24 :5.07 0.:33 
CHEZY ! S NUMf:EF:S CORPFSP(lNLII~~G TO iWRML JJFPTHS 
10.45 10.;:'9 10.13 9. 9~i 9.78 9.59 9.40 9.;')!) 
4.35 3.30 1.33 
SHOULD STARTING DEBRIS FLOW DFPTHS BE ASSUMED NORMAL? (OTHERWISf A VARIED FLOW 
SOL. wIU_ BE OBrHINE[!.) (Y I);~ ilD 
Ui"STE~DY ':CLUTION ::EHNS 
F'F:i}.; I DE I'1tiJ'lt·U rlGS N FOF: UPS TREAM WATFR Fl. OW AT 15 STATIONS 
.025 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 .035 
.035 
DO YOU UNDERSTAND CASF NO.S FOR B.C.? Y OR N 
y 
D~7A FOR TIME DEPENDENT SOL. NOW RFQ. GIVE FOllOWING: 





1) ~m, Or TII·it: SlfF'S, (2) CASt NO. FOR BOIJNDARY COND., en TIME INCR.(SEC.), ANO (4) IJAUJk-:S OF DH'TH 
OR FLOWRATE ACCORDING TO CASE FOR EACH TIME STEP 
18 2 20 300 300 300 300 300 300 290 280 270 260 250 240 235 230 225 220 
215 210 
YOU MUST GIVE AN DOWNSTRF.AIi WATER FLOWf\ATE ANlI THE HHTIAL STATION POSITION OF THF WfiVE 
3. 4 
4. 1756775E-02 3.000000 25(1,0000 32.20000 
2 2.8225238E-06 -J.I089783E-04 10.59405 
4.23518531:-1)2 
THE DOWNSTREA~ NORMAL DEPTH= 4.2351853f-02 
GIVF.: lHf AUIJI~L DOWNSTRI::AM DEPTH 
.04 
WATER DEPTHS UPSTREAM FROM DEBRIS FLOW 
15 
2~O.2679 






S.7S S.U .. 
[5 IJIHTS 
SECTIONS ALONG CHANnEL 
0.0 250.0 500.0 750.0 1000.0 J250.0 1500.0 1750.0 ?OOO.O 27.50.0 2500.0 2750.0 
:JOOO.O 3250.0 3500.0 
DISCHARGE ALONG CHAtlNFl 
300,00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 :~OO.OO 300.00 300.00 300.00 :~OO.OO 
300.00 ]00.00 300.00 
BOTTON 1oI1[ITH5 
3.999 4.332 4.6M:. 4.'1'19 5.333 5.6/.6 6.(100 6. ~jOO 7.000 7.500 8.000 68.500 
129.000 189.500 2~0.()OO 
SLOPES OF SmE OF CHANt~El 
1.000 1.000 1.0(10 1.(;0(1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.(1(;0 1.(1(10 1.000 1.000 1.~jOO 
2.1)00 2.:)00 .J.OI)O 
SLOPE OF CHAtlNFlo BOTTOH AT SECTIONS 
0.4('007 0.38339 0.36671 0.35003 0.33336 0.31668 0.30000 0.~18/50 0.27500 0.26250 0.25000 O.1P.B~5 
00 0.12650 0.06475 O.OO:iOO w 
[IEF'TH,')FLOCITY,SUIf'E OF El, WET fEn f'H:IMt:llR 
rlnW~ATf,AREA,AND Tor,STEP= 1 TIhE"= 0.00 
J.96 3.93 3.91 3.89 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
9.52 9. ~!4 8.9~j 8.t.6 13.96 13.14 12.4~1 11. 4i' 10.6~J 9.9:) 9.33 1.(lS' 
0.58 0.40 O.JO 
0;400EtOO 0.383FtOO 0.3t.7FtOO 0.350FtOO 0.333E+00 0.317EtOO 0.:~(10E+(I0 o.)f18FtOO O.275FtOO O.263ftOO o.;~~JOHOO O.lkBftOO 
O.I~7EtoO 0.619E-Ol O.JOOf-02 
1~,.20 15.45 15.12 16.(11 5.1~! 5.7P. 6.11 6.h! 7.11 7.61 B.H 68.64 
129.1B IH9.l2 250.~!5 
300.00 300.00 300.(10 300.00 3.00 3.0(1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.0(1 
:J.OO J.OO ~~ .1)0 
31.51 32.1"1 33.51 34.64 0. ~/l 0.::)3 0.~/4 0.26 0.2R O.:~O 0.3~1 2.J4 
1.16 7.58 10.1)0 
11.9~ 12.19 12 .49 12.79 5.41 5.75 6.0H 6. ~~H 7.0B 7 .~)R 8.0B 61:l.62 
129 t 16 189.70 250. :!4 
{lEG. POS. OF HiON°, SUf.:6f = 750.00 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = 1I4.Zi 
I I 
DEPTl1IVELOCTT'f,SLOPf. OF fl, WETlED f'ERIMF.lH: 
fLOWR~TE,~R[A,AND TOP,STfP= 3 TTME= 40.00 
.5.96 3.93 3.91 3.YO 3.90 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 O.M 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
9.53 9.25 8.% 8.67 8.34 13.14 12.4:1 11.41 10.6~ 9.95 9.3:\ 1.09 
0.~i8 0.40 O.~iO 
0.400EtOO 0.384EtOO 0.367ftOO 0.350EtOO 0.332EtOO 0.317[tOO O.300ftOO 0.288EtOO 0.275£tOO 0.263E+00 0.250ftOO O.lHBftOO 
0.127E+00 0.648[-01 0.300E-Q2 
1 ~It 19 15.45 15.12 16.0;" 16.:'.6 5.78 6.11 611~j 7.il 7.61 8.11 6B.M 
129.18 11:19.72 250.25 
30\).00 300.12 300.12 300.33 300.29 3.00 3.0(1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.0(1 3.(1(1 
.S.OO 3.00 .i.OO 
31.49 32.46 33.50 34.66 35.99 o.n 0. ~!·1 0.2/i 0.:;'1-$ 0.30 0.32 2.74 
5.16 1.~j8 10.1)0 
11. 91 ' 12.19 12.48 12.79 13.13 5. 7~i b.OB 6.~jH 7.0B 7.58 8.0H 68.62 
129.16 189.70 250.24 
~EG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 109B.47 HOV~H~NT DURING THIS TJHl ~ It.7.97 
OJ 
+=-
DEPTH,VELOCIlY,SLOPE OF EL, W~TrEO P~RIMlTER 
FI.OlPAT£,{\REA,MIfI TOP,STEP= 5 TIME= 80.00 
3.% 3.93 3.91 3.H9 3.tW 3.90 O.O~ 0.0-1 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
9.53 9 t:'~1 B.96 8.f,} B.37 8.01 12 • .'\7 11.·11 10.65 9.95 9.:{3 1 • (lIJ 
O.~8 O.~O O.JO 
0.401EtOO 0.384EtOO 0.367E+00 0.350EtOO 0.333[tOO 0.316ftOO 0.300£tOO 0.283E+00 0.275£+00 0.263EtOO 0.'50f+00 0.lB8f+00 
0.127F.+00 0.648[-01 0.300[-02 
15.19 15.44 lS.)'} 161M 16.35 16.l0 6.U 6. f.1 7.H 7.61 8.U 681M 
1 ~9. 18 lfi9.72 2~O. ~!5 
300,00 300.00 300.22 299.87 300.83 301.05 3.(111 3.0(1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.()(1 
].00 3.1)0 3.1)0 
31.49 32.45 33.50 34.60 35.93 37 .;~1 0.:4 0.26 0.?8 0.30 0.32 2.74 
~.1.6 7.58 to.OO 
11.91 12.19 12.48 12.1B 13.12 13.4/ 6.(ii-;. 6.~H 7.0R 7.58 B.OH 6B.6~! 
129.1.6 189.70 2~j\J. ,., 




flEPfH,VELOCITY,SLOPE OF fl., WUTHI PERI/tOER 







3.B9 3.89 3.90 3.91 0.04 0.04 0.04 O.O~ 0.(14 
9.53 9.~4 8.96 8.67 B.37 B.nk 7.l6 11.47 10.65 9.95 9.3j 1.09 
0.58 0.~0 0.30 
0.401[tOO 0.384£tOO 0.367£tOO 0.350ftOO 0.334ftOO 0.317EtOO 0.300[tOO 0.288ftOO 0.275[tOO 0.263ftOO 0.2~OEtOO 0.1B8£tOO 
0.127EtOO 0.648f-Ot Q.JOOE-02 
15.19 15.44 15.n 16.01 16.33 16.69 
129.18 189.72 2S0. :!5 
300.00 299.74 300.22 299.88 299.99 :<00.99 
3.00 3.00 3.1)0 
31.49 32.43 33.50 34.61 35.84 37.27 
5.16 ·'.58 to.OO 
11.91 12.18 12.~8 12.78 13.11 13.41~ 
129.16 189.70 250.24 
f:EG. POS. OF FRONT SURGE = 1748.14 HOUfMENT mIRING THIS TIME = 
DEPTH,V£lOCITY,SLOPE OF El, WETT£O PERIMETER 
FLlIWF:ATE,AR£I1,ANfI TOP,STfP= 9 TIME= 160.00 
17.05 6.61 7.11 7.61 8.U 68.64 
~iOO. 5f. 3.00 3.(10 3.00 3.0(1 3.00 
38.71 o.n O.~!B 0.30 0.32 2.J4 
13.H2 6. :)H 7.0S 7.5S 8.0B 6B.62 
15b.57 
3.82 3.85 3.H} 3.S3 3.88 3.89 3.90 3.90 3.91 0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
9.36 9.16 a.92 8.65 8.36 a.O} 7.76 7.48 7.05 9.9~ 9.33 1.09 
0.~8 0.40 0.30 
0.404[+00 0.386EtOO 0.368E+00 0.351EtOO 0.334£tOO 0.317EtOO 0.301FtOO 0.284f+00 0.263ftOO 0.263£tOO O.2~OEtOO O.IBBftOO 
0.127EtOO 0.648f-Ol 0.300E-02 
14.81 15.?3 15.60 15.96 16.30 16.67 1).02 17.54 18,06 7.61 B.ll 6~.64 
129.18 189.72 ::?SO.25 
2S(l.OO 288,66 294.27 297.62 298,32 300.20 299.16 304.10 300.95 3.(10 3.00 3.00 
J.OO 3.00 3.00 
29.91 31.~.? 32.99 34,~1 35.69 37.19 38. :~:':i 40.63 42.69 0.30 O.~t:1 2.74 
5.16 l.S8 10.1)0 
11.65 12.03 12.40 12.75 13.08 13.45 13. Iii 14 .31 14.82 7 .~jB B.OH 68. 6~~ 
129.16 189.70 2:)0. ~~4 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGF = 2053.S1 tlOVFliENT II11HIN6 THIS TIME ;;. 142.36 
Ii 
[IEF'fH,VF:LOCITY,SLtlF'E OF H., WfTTHI F'U:JMFHJ, 
rLU~RATE,ARfA,ANP TOP,STEP= 11 TIME;; 200.00 
3.70 3.73 3.76 3.91 3.83 3.B7 3.HH 3.84 3.89 3.92 O.M 0.(11 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
9.14 8.98 8.78 B.:)} 8.31 B .(i~) 7.74 7.~1 7.;'8 0.89 9.3;~ 1.09 
0.58 0.40 O.~iO 
0.405EtOO 0.3B8EtOO 0.370£tOO 0.352[tOO 0.335£+00 0.318E+00 0.301E100 0.2B8[+00 0.272ftOO 0.252£tOO 0.250ftOO 0.188f+00 
0.127£tOO 0.648[-01 0.300[-1)2 
14.45 14.88 15.31 15.77 Ib.17 16.61 16.99 17.37 IB.OO 18.SR B.U 68.M 
129.18 189.72 250.25 
260.00 269.98 278.65 2B7.t.1 291.53 296.91 297.02 298.58 30S.38 309.02 3.00 3.0(1 
3.00 3.00 J.OO 
28.45 30.08 31.l4 33.~.6 35.10 36.89 38. :~6 39.lJ 42.34 44.71 0.32 2.J4 
5.16 7.sa 10.c)0 
11.39 11.79 12.19 12.62 12.99 13.40 13.76 14.19 14.JR 15.33 8.08 68.62 
129.16 189.70 250. :~4 
BEG. f'OS. OF FROtH SURGE = 2341.75 MOVEMlNT PURING THIS TIKE = 139.24 
00 
0'\ 
DEPTH,VElOCITY,SlOP£ OF El, WETTED PERIMETER 
FlIl\Jr~AT£,AREA,AN[1 TOP,STfP= 13 TJII~= 240.00 
3.57 3.M 3.6:i 3.6'1' 3.74 3.80 3.83 3.81 3.79 3.87 3.9;l 0.01 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
8.90 B.75 B.~jl 8.41. B.HI 7.96 7.71 7.4) 7.25 7.07 6.ll 1.09 
0.18 0.10 O.:W 
0.406[tOO 0.388£tOO 0.371[tOO 0.354[tOO 0.336£tOO 0.319£tOO O.301f+OO 0.289[tOO 0.276EtOO 0.261[tOO 0.241[tOO 0.18B£tOO 
0.127[tOO 0.648E-Ol 0.JOO£-02 
14.09 14.52 14.95 15.4:) l~i. 91 16.40 16,R9 17.28 17./2 18.46 19.10 b8.M 
129.18 139.72 250. ~!5 
240.00 250.22 25B.M 270.0B 277.98 2B5.99 292.37 293.6:' 296.68 311.34 314.00 3.00 
:J.OO ,1.00 3.1}0 
26.98 28.59 30.17 32.12 33.95 35.91 37.n 39.30 40.90 44.05 46.B1 2.i4 
5.16 7.58 10.00 
11.13 11.54 11 .94 12.39 12.82 13.26 13.70 14.12 14.58 15.2~J 15185 68.t.2 
129.16 IH9.70 210. ~!4 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 2622.87 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TJM~ ~ 135.Rl 
I I 
DEPTH,VELOClfV,SLOPE OF ~L, WETTED PERIMETER 
~LO~~ATE,AREA,~ND TOP,ST£P= 15 TJMf= 290.00 
3.51 3.51 3.52 3.:i} 3.n;! 3.b9 3.74 3.fG 3. ~j~i 4.:U 2.04 3.93 
0.04 0.04 0.1)4 
8."l4 8.56 B.:O 9.~)(1 8.01 7.82 7. ~;H 7.41 7.0? 7 .3~) 3.2a 3.77 
0.:)9 0.40 o.:m 
0.404Et00 0.388EtOO 0.371[tOO 0.354£tOO 0.337£tOO 0.320[tOO 0.303£t00 0.287£tOO 0.281[tOO 0.249[tOO 0.199[tOO 0.958[-01 
O.1~7E.00 0.643[-01 0.300E-02 
13.92 14.27 14.63 15.10 15.58 16.12 16. ~,l 17.34 17.05 19.69 13.78 82.67 
129.19 189.72 250. ~!S 
23(1.00 235.95 241.51 250.85 260.08 270.49 '176.10 295.77 263.03 372.47 67.31 1102.25 
3.\)0 ].00 J.OO 
26.32 27.56 28.H7 30.:)9 32.45 34.:)B 36.41 39.60 37.4S' 50.flB 20.52 292.:{6 
5.16 7.58 10.00 
11.01 11.36 11.11 12.14 12.58 13.06 13.48 14 .17 14.10 16.1!. 12.09 80.'19 
1~9 .16 l89.70 250. :!4 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SURGE = 2780.55 MOVEMENT DURING THIS TIME = N .• 76 
00 
-.....,J 
DEPTH,VELOCIfY,SlOPE OF EL, WETTEO PERIMETER 
FLOWR~TE,~REA,AND TOP,ST[P= 17 TIH~= 320.00 
3.44 3.45 3.U 3.~)0 3. 4~~ 3.75 3.25 4.45 1.n 6.70 -6.46 3.93 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
8 • .i',O 8.42 S.19 B.05 7.74 7.Hl 6.'19 7. iJ:! 3.06 8.67 69.l3 5.3:) 
0.53 0.40 O.:iO 
O.404EtOO O.387ftOO 0.371EtOO 0.353[tOO 0.339FtOO 0.316ftOO 0.311ftOO 0.272E+00 0.719[tOO 0.211ftOO 0.SB4ft01 0.134EtOO 
O.127FtOO 0.64HE~01 0.JOO£-02 
13.73 14.(i9 14.3R H.Yt 15.(15 16.27 15. i Y 19.09 l'.H5 26.44 -10.28 82.68 
129.18 1H9.72 250. ~!5 
22(1,0(' 226.25 227.75 239.95 233.05 275.50 ~10.01 386.26 45.73 a'4.18 -6fl6.47 1565.2~, 
.l.OO 3.1)0 3.1)0 
25.~,B 26.96 27.81 29.AO 30.10 35.28 30.05 48. 7~j 14.9~i 95.0H -9.93 ,92./0 
~.16 1.58 10.00 
10.88 11.13 11 .~)3 12.01 12.70 13.16 12.50 1~.4(l 10 .4:~ 20.89 -4.93 BO.:JO 
129.16 189.70 2~O.:!4 





DEf'TH,Vt:LOCITV.SLOf'£ Of ELf WF.TTElI f'FRUlf.TER 







3.6~j 2.94 4.24 1. 9~~ 5.27 -1.?B 5.27 -9.n 1 • ~~6 
81~6 B.JA 7.92 8.15 7.02 8.25 4.~A 8.95 6.39 8.78 84.21 1.BH 
3.01 0.40 0.30 
0.404£+00 0.3B4£tOO 0.373EtOO 0.346EtOO 0.347ftOO 0.304EtOO 0.311[tOO 0.270EtOO-0.262[tOO ~.2~5ftOO-O.791£tOI 0.132£tOO 
0.329F.-Ol 0.648E-01 0.~WOf··1)2 
13152 14.12 13,Hl 15.:B 13.M 17.M 11.47 
171.92 1139.72 2~0.25 
210.00 225.91 204.12 257.40 170.53 346.79 71.5·' 
4'17"1 '7'1 &'I!.I L 3.00 3.00 
24.S1 26.96 25.78 31.60 24.29 42.02 15.3:; 
142"2.39 7.58 10.00 
10.73 11.~~5 11.18 12. ~~O 11 .21 14.15 9.8.1 
167.]9 189.70 ~?50. ~4 
BEG. POSt OF FRONT SUF:GE = 3121.45 HOVEHEtH ftllf\IN6 THIS TJH~ ~ L.9 .00 




21.41 3.39 22.40 -19.52 73.42 
~155. 94 -46.68 590.75 1419.24 1 S1.17 
6:~, O~ -7.31 67.27 16.R4 96.2::; 
17.05 4.45 18.01 -11.46 72.~j9 
I I 
